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A b stract
The confinement property of quarks is still one of the puzzles of today's physics.
Although QCD is believed to accurately describe the interaction between quarks, due
to the peculiar nature of the theory we are still unable to prove that it confines the
quarks. Most analytical efforts in QCD are based on perturbative techniques which
are useless in studying confinement. Lattice gauge theory enables us to get nonperturbative results. We use lattice techniques to investigate one of the proposed
mechanisms of quark confinement, namely the center vortex idea. We first present a
cursory introduction to lattice theory and the methods used to detect confinement
on the lattices. We then show how the center vortices are suppose to produce
confinement using center vortices to study Z2 lattice gauge theory. A review of the
current studies regarding the idea of center vortices follows. The last chapter is
dedicated to studying a particular definition of center vortices due to Tomboulis.
We show how to implement this definition of vortices in numerical simulations and
use numerical simulations to check the assumptions underlying the formalism. We
also compare Tomboulis definition with other methods used to identify vortices on
lattice.

v
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In trod u ction
It is generally accepted that the strong interactions are described by a Yang-Mills
type theory [1]. QCD is a SU( 3) gauge theory that couples the fermions (quarlcs)
with the gauge field (gluons). In QCD we have six flavors of quarks, that differ
by their masses and electric charges, and eight types of gauge bosons, the gluons,
corresponding to the generators of the 517(3) gauge group. The origin of the quark
masses and their flavors lies outside the scope of QCD. QCD treats all flavors identi
cally. It is believed that the quarks start out as massless fermions and their masses
are treated as input parameters, presumably generated by a dynamical breaking
of the chiral symmetry by some other interaction. The validity of QCD has been
tested in deep inelastic scattering experiments. At high energy QCD is expected
to be asymptotically free and the perturbative techniques can be employed to get
analytical results that can be compared with the experimental results.
In spite of these successes, the fundamental particles of QCD, the quarks and
gluons, have never been observed as free states. Moreover, all observed physical par
ticles have zero color charge. These facts led to the conclusion that the strong forces
have a confining behavior: the quarks interact in such a way that it is impossible to

1
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separate them using a finite amount of energy. If QCD is indeed a theory describ
ing the strong forces it needs to exhibit this type of behavior. Unfortunately, the
perturbative techniques are useless in trying to address the confinement property
of QCD. The problem stems from the fact that confinement is an infrared property
and in the infrared regime the QCD effective coupling is no longer small. Lattice
QCD [2, 3, 4] is a promising formulation for studying non-perturbative problems.
As we will see, lattice simulations show that the static interquark potential is lin
early increasing with distance [5]. This type of behavior will indeed explain the
confinement of quarks.
Experimentally, the most stringent limit on the density of free quarks comes from
Millikan type experiments where one looks for particles carrying fractional electric
charge. The upper limit for the abundance of quarks, n q, relative to the abundance
of nucleons, rip determined from these experiments [6] is:

^ <
Up

io - 27

On the other hand, if we are to assume that the quarks are unconfined, under
reasonable assumptions, the concentration of relic quarks (remnant quarks from an
early, hot universe) is [7]:
Ul > io-w
Tip
The 15 orders of magnitude discrepancy cannot be explained by any adjustment of
the assumptions. It is therefore concluded that the quarks are indeed confined.

2
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The QCD vacuum structure seems to be responsible for confinement. This vac
uum is qualitatively different from an inert vacuum. In contrast with QED where
the vacuum fluctuations are treated as perturbations, the QCD vacuum modifies
essential properties of quarks. It is the gluon sea that is believed to be responsible
for confinement. The sea quarks (the quark-antiquark pairs created and annihilated
in the vacuum) seems to work against confinement. For SU (3) we know that the
^-function is, to the first order [8]:

P(9o) = ~Po9o + o(ffl)

where:
A - i S r f '1 - ! " / )
where N j is the number of flavors. We see then that if we have too many flavors
the coefficient A> becomes negative and we lose asymptotic freedom and perhaps
confinement also. The current thinking is that if we are to determine the properties
of the gluon field we can insert the quarks perturbatively.
A number of “mechanisms” have been proposed to explain the confinement prop
erty of the gluon field. These models try to identify relevant degrees of freedom for
confinement and use them to determine the long distance behavior of the full theory.
The need for such models stems from a desire to understand how the vacuum acts
to confine the quarks. Another reason for studying such mechanisms is to provide
an outline for a definitive proof of the confinement property of QCD. An interesting

3
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mechanism is the center vortex idea [9]. As we will see, the relevant degrees of
freedom in this model are the center elements of the gauge group.
Center vortices are extended structures of the gluon field that carry a chromomagnetic flux given by a center element. They “disorder” the Wilson loop and
produce the area law, the lattice equivalent of a linearly increasing interquark po
tential. A lot of effort has been put in identifying these structures on the lattice.
The most popular approach is the projection methods [10, 11] which uses a gauge
fixing procedure to locate vortices. The main objection against this prescription
is its gauge dependence. A different approach has been proposed by Tomboulis
[12, 13]. The Tomboulis method has the advantage of being gauge invariant but it
seems difficult to implement.
The aim of our work is to find a definition for Tomboulis vortices that can be
implemented numerically and to use this method to investigate the properties of
center vortices. We will also try to see how vortices identified using Tomboulis’
definition match with vortices identified by projection methods. Ultimately, we will
try to see if vortices are the relevant configurations for confinement.
In our work we will be using the 517(2) gauge group rather that the QCD’s
517(3). 517(2) gauge theory is much easier to investigate numerically and it is
believed that the 517(2) theory differs only quantitatively from QCD. Since we are
only interested in qualitative features of the non-Abelian gauge field we choose to
work with 517(2). Nevertheless, we tried to keep the discussion as general as possible
so th at most of the results can be easily extended to 517(3).

4
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The dissertation is organized as follows:
• in chapter 1 we show how to put a gauge theory on the lattice; without going
into too much details we present the concepts relevant for our discussion.
• in chapter 2 a number of confinement criteria on the lattice are presented; we
will see what are the requirements for a model proposed to explain confinement
on the lattice.
• in chapter 3 we present the Z(2) gauge theory; this is a well understood theory
that is relevant for our presentation since its basic excitations are vortices.
• in chapter 4 we review the projection methods; we present the background,
the results and the problems of the projection definition of vortices.
• in chapter 5 we present the Tomboulis definition of vortices; we show our
derivation, the numerical results and compare Tomboulis vortices with the
ones identified by the projection methods.
• in the Appendix we present some mathematical background and definitions
that we will be using throughout the text. They are particularly relevant to
the derivations in chapters 3 and 5.

5
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C hapter 1
Introduction to L attice G auge
T heory
1.1

Introduction

Field theories have been a very useful tool in understanding physics at different
scales: from very large distances, where we have the general theory of relativity,
to very short distances where we use the quantum field theories. There is even
a certain hope among theorists that the ultimate physical theory, a theory that
encompasses all scales, can be formulated as a field theory. The basic ingredients
that a formulation of a physical theory needs, like locality and continuity, are easily
implemented using the concept of a field.
However, the success of field theories was shadowed by the fact that they seem
to be unsound mathematically. The perturbative treatment yields divergencies at
different stages of the approximation process. The renormalization was introduced
initially as a trick to solve this problem [14]. Although this procedure gets rid of the
divergencies, at least for a certain category of systems, it seems to be rather ad-hoc.
It was later that Wilson [15] showed that the divergencies and the renormalization
procedure are quite natural. He argued that the problem arises from the fact that we
6
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are expecting that a field theory that has a given behavior at a certain scale should
have the same behavior a t all scales. It is our extrapolation of the theory to all scales
that creates the divergencies. This is by no means a problem associated only with
quantum field theories. Classical electrodynamics shows divergencies when we are
trying to compute things like the self-energy of the electron [16]. The explanation
for this behavior was that the interaction at microscopic levels has new terms that
cancel these divergencies. We know today that classical electrodynamics is only a
macroscopic theory. It can be viewed as the limit of QED where at small distances
the interaction is indeed different than the one predicted by the classical theory.
The brilliant contribution that Wilson made was to give a physical meaning to
the renormalization procedure. He also showed why only a handful of quantum field
theories are amenable to this procedure. The basic idea is that for a certain type of
system, given any interaction that the system might have at microscopic distances,
there are only few type of interactions that will still be manifest at large distances.
Thus, for any effective field theory (the theory at large distances) to have a chance
to be a fundamental theory at microscopic level, it has to be of a certain type. To
make things clearer we will take an example: the scalar field theory is renormalizable
only as a free theory. Thus, any system that exhibits the behavior of an interacting
scalar field theory cannot be formulated in terms of scalar fields at microscopic level.
The scalar of the theory has to be a composite particle.
The renormalization procedure, as described by Wilson, involves a regulator.
The regulator is usually a parameter that alters the short distance behavior of
the theory in such a way that will produce finite results. One then performs the
7
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necessary computations in this altered theory and then removes the regulator in
such a way that certain quantities are tuned to coincide with their measured values
for all values of the regulator. These quantities that are kept fixed in the process
of removing the regulator define the renormalization scheme. All other parameters
of the theory are regarded as free parameters and they should be fixed by the
requirement that the quantities that define the renormalization scheme assume their
experimental value. The regulator of the theory can be a mass, like in Pauli-Villars
renormalization procedure [17], some momentum cutoff or even a deviation from the
number of space-time dimensions as in the procedure employed by ’t Hooft [18].
We see then that by formulating a physical theory on a lattice, rather than in
continuum, we do nothing more but regulate the theory by imposing a spatial cutoff
which is the lattice spacing. This lattice cutoff is then not only common but it is
required in order to make the theory well defined.
Another problem that we have in dealing with field theories is that we don’t
have methods to solve them exactly. It is only in very special cases that are trivial
or at most of academic interest that we can solve them in a closed form. The
only available treatment for theories of interest is a perturbative treatment. This
treatment has been successfully employed for QED. Its success is due to the smallness
of the coupling constant in the macroscopic regime. There we can treat the quantum
fluctuations and their effects as a perturbation from an inert vacuum.
However, this treatment fails to work on a system that has a large coupling
constant. In QCD the coupling constant in the large distance limit seems to be
very large. Physically these theories cannot be described perturbatively sinee the
8
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interacting theory is qualitatively different from the free theory. It is an experimental
fact that quarks do not appear as asymptotic states - they are confined. The only
place for perturbative treatment for non-Abelian gauge theories is at small distances
since these theories are believed to be asymptotically free. The agreement between
the perturbative results at high energy and experiment is quite good. However, very
interesting features such as quark confinement depend essentially on the infrared
regime.
Lattice gauge theories provide us with a non-perturbative approach. Although
they are as difficult to solve analytically as the original theory we can use MonteCarlo techniques to compute quantities on the lattice. This enables us to get nonperturbative results and, thus, to address questions regarding the infrared regime of
the non-Abelian gauge theories.
The first success of lattice field theories was to show numerically that QCD
provides for a linearly increasing interquark potential [5]. Lattice simulations have
also been used in investigating hadron spectra [19], finite temperature QCD [20]
and QCD vacuum structure [21]. The main problem facing today’s studies is the
limited computational power. However, we are rapidly approaching a stage where
lattice QCD will be capable of producing very accurate predictions. For a detailed
discussion of the methods employed and a review of numerical results the reader
is referred to the Proceedings of the X V I I P 11 International Symposium on Lattice
Field Theory [22] and preceding conferences in the series.

9
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1.2

Free Scalar Field on th e L attice

We will begin our presentation of lattice theories by showing how to implement
the simplest field system: the free scalar field. We start with the Lagrangian density
for the free scalar fields:

where 4>is a real scalar field. We know that the information about a field theory is
contained in its Green functions:

G ( x ! , z 2, . . . ) =

where 0 is the operator representing the scalar field. These Green functions are
the vacuum expectation values of the time ordered product of operators. Using the
path-integral formalism we can write these functions as:

where D<f>is the measure on the space of all possible field configurations and S [$ is
the action associated with a particular configuration <f>. We see that this expression
looks very much like a classical statistical mechanics average where the Hamiltonian
is replaced by the action. The essential difference is that we have an oscillatory
integrand, e*5, rather than a bounded one, e~&H. To convert the above formula
to a statistical mechanics average, which is suitable for numerical simulations, we
10
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imaginary time
no singularities

♦•real time
no singularities

Figure 1.1: Real time to imaginary time rotation.
need to perform an analytic continuation to imaginary times: z? -> —ix4. This is
possible if the Green functions have no singularities in the path of this rotation (see
Fig. 1.1).
Once the computations of the Green functions is completed in this “Euclid
ian formulation” we can rotate back to real times. Under this rotation the action
changes:
S = J CcPx —►iSg = i J C bcP x
where:

with ^ ( r ^ x ^ z ^ x 4) = <f>(—ix4, x1, x2, x3). We have then:

Gb (*i, x2, ...) -

j D(f>B

11
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We will be working in the Euclidian space from now on and we will drop the index.
To pat the field on the lattice we will consider the values of the field a t discreet
points in the Euclidian space:

<t>n =

0(na)

The integral and differential operators will be:

“'En
D<f> —► IIdtn

d*x ->

d^<f> ->

a

Using this we can write the discretized action:

We now introduce the dimen signless quantities:

M

=

<Hf>n

=

aM

12
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Matter field

Gauge field

Figure 1.2: The m atter field is defined on sites of the lattice and the gauge field is
defined on links connecting the sites.
and the lattice action becomes:

~ E

( d n f in - H t + 0 n 0 n - < i ) + ( M 2 + 8 )0 ®

(1.1)

n L /i
The theory is now formulated in terms of a scalar field

defined at the sites of

the lattice (see Fig. 1.2). The interaction is given by the action above which, as
we can see, is formed out of a discretized Lapladan and a mass term. The vacuum
expectation values are, in this framework, the correlation functions:

/ - r _

\

ti

2

\ _ J n n <tyn<£ni&»*...e ^

—J — yPniVni'" ) —

r
~
IY lnd<f>n ers w

For this simple theory we can compute the correlation functions explicitly and
see th at in the limit a —►0 we get the result expected from the continuum theory.
13
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For example the two point correlation function (the equivalent of the propagator)
will be:
- r* (Pk
G K .n * M ) = ( * , « = £

»a)

To recover the correlation function in the continuum we write:

which is exactly the Euclidian propagator.
It is interesting to see what happens if we are not able to compute the corre
lation functions explicitly. We can use numerical simulations to get the numbers
for different values of »i, n? and M . How would we use these numbers to get the
value of this Green function in the continuum? Since a does not enter directly in
our discretized theory we need to use other parameters to adjust the value of a. The
only parameter that we have in our theory is the dimensionless mass M . Thus we
can choose to compute (?(ni,ri 2 ; M ) for different values of M . Since M — M a we
can deduce the value of a for a particular M using the physical mass M:

M
a~ M

Using this value for a we can compute the continuum Green function:

(0(nia)0(n2a)) c; -^G(ni,n2;M)
ar

14
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This is only an approximation since the lattice theory is only an approximation of the
continuum theory. After all we neglected the short distance fluctuations. However,
the smaller the lattice spacing the better the approximation. Thus all we have to do
is to compute G (ni,n 2 ,‘ M ) for smaller and smaller values of M so that a = M /M
goes to zero. There is, unfortunately, a limit for how small M can be. We see that
in order to get a better and better approximation for
distance xi

—

1 2

2

)) for a physical

we need to compute (0»,0na) at a distance «i —« 2 = (xi —x ^ f a in

the lattice. The smaller M gets the bigger will be the distance. Since we are limited
in our simulations to lattices of a certain size, we cannot go to too small values for
M if we are to compute effects at finite physical distances. The hope is that even
though we cannot reach the limit M —> 0, the asymptotic value of the continuum
Green function can be inferred from the values achieved in the lattice simulations.
The procedure that we just described here is the renormalization procedure on the
lattice.
Returning to the lattice action (1.1) we see that in the “naive limit” when a —►0
the action itself goes into the continuum action. This is the first requirement for a
lattice action to describe the same system as the continuum action. There are an
infinite number of different actions that have this property. We can add another term
in the action (for example a term of the form 0®) and still get an action that naively
converges to the continuum action. This freedom of choosing the lattice action
can be used to attenuate the lattice artifacts, as it is used in the renormalization
improved action program [23], or to remove unwanted lattice features, as in the case
of fermion doubling problem [24].
15
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There is another requirement for a lattice theory. Let’s take the two point
correlation function. For sufficiently large distances it is:

where £ is the correlation length in lattice units. In order for the lattice theory to
have a continuum limit where fields are interacting at non-zero distances we need
£ —> oo as we approach the point in the parameter space that corresponds to a = 0.
This corresponds to a second order phase transition for the lattice system. If the
lattice theory doesn’t have a second order phase transition at that point then there
is no continuum limit for that theory. Moreover, the transition point has to occur
at that particular place in the parameter space that corresponds to the values of the
parameters that we expect from the continuum theory.
These are general requirements for a lattice field theory although the example
that we used here was only for a free scalar theory. In particular, the lattice gauge
theories have to fulfill these requirements too. The process of finding a lattice action
for a gauge field is a little more complex than for scalar fields. We present it in the
next section.

1.3

G auge F ield s o n th e L attice

We will focus in this section only on pure gauge theories. In the continuum they
are defined in terms of fields taking value in the Lie algebra associated with the
gauge group. The most useful gauge theories are the ones generated by the SU (N )

16
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gauge groups. The Euclidian action for these theories is:

where
Fpi/ —dpAf/

“f*

j Ap]

and A(„, are traceless hermitian matrices. The dynamical variables are the gauge
fields

valued in the su(N) algebra. We see that g, the coupling constant, appears

here although we have a pure gauge theory. This is due to the non-Abelian nature
of the gauge group. The gauge fields in such a theory carry charge and thus they
interact with each other. In an Abelian gauge theory the commutator [AM, A„\ = 0
and then we have a free field theory.
The simple procedure that we used to derive the lattice version for the scalar
fields doesn’t work for gauge fields. To understand the implementation used for
gauge fields we need to go back to their original motivation. The gauge fields are
introduced in order to create theories that are invariant under local gauge trans
formations. The gauge field itself describes a connection between fields at different
positions in space-time. For a vector field:
( <t>i(*) \
<h{x)

17
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a change of basis a t different space-time points produces a change in the values
of the components. Such a change makes it difficult to compare fields at different
points. On a lattice this problem is more obvious since the continuity is missing. In
principle an interaction will try to arrange the field so that the field at neighboring
sites on the lattice is parallel. However, a gauge transformation changes the basis at
different points and thus we are forced to find a local basis invariant (gauge invariant)
definition for parallelism. We introduce the gauge field to solve this problem. In
the continuum a vector at a certain point x is parallel transported to another point
y using the Schwinger line integral [3]:

4>(x) —> Pe'9fc dx»A,l<t>(x)

where P stands for path-ordered product and the curve C starts at x and ends at y.
This definition depends, of course, on the curve C. We need something to emulate
this idea on the lattice. We can choose the Schwinger line integrals to represent the
gauge field on the lattice:
U» = **!<*****

(1.2)

where C% is the line connecting the points no and (n + /i)a. We will use U% to
describe the gauge field on the lattice. These variables will live on links (see Fig.
1.2) rather than sites. A link is an object characterized by the starting point n on
the lattice and its direction p. Our lattice theory will be formulated in terms of
these link variables that take values in the gauge group.

18
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We note here an important difference between the lattice and continuum theories:
the link variables that characterize the gauge fields on the lattice are elements of
the gauge group itself rather than its Lie algebra. Under a gauge transformation:

<f>(x) -> G{x)(f>{x)

the Schwinger line integral changes:

p eisjc

G( y) Pei9Scdx^ G ~ l (x)

where C starts at x and ends at y. The gauge transformation on the lattice will
then be:

•Pn - >

Gn<j>n

Uit

GnU Z G ^

In order to construct a gauge invariant theory on the lattice we need to have a
gauge invariant action. Thus, in constructing the action, we need to use appropriate
combinations of <j>n and U%. For a pure gauge theory we need to use gauge invariant
combinations of £/£. To see how we get these combinations consider a product of
link variables such that they form a path in the lattice:
k

Y lu % = u s ; u £ ...u g
i= l

19
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Figure 1.3: Paths, loops and plaquettes in a lattice pure gauge theory.
with rii-i = ni —fii (see Fig. 1.3). We include here negative pk using the fact that
for p > 0 we have:

since we are integrating the Schwinger line in the opposite direction. This product
will change under a gauge transformation:

In order to get gauge invariant combinations we need to consider closed loops (i.e.
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paths with nt+ ftk = «i)- Such a product will change under a gauge transformation:

n o s ? ( n

t« )

and its trace will be gauge invariant. These objects, the closed loop products, are
the only gauge invariant objects defined in terms of U% alone. The simplest such
loop is the plaquette:

ur =

=

^ ^ +A( ^ ) ~ l r a - 1

Using (1.2) for small lattice spacing we have:

U£ =
U<? =

e’^ C ™ ) +o(a2)
e ^ ' ^ M + oia4) = l+ ig a 2FfU,{na) + o(a<l)

Moreover:
U ? + ( U D _l = 2 - g W F ^ n ^ F ^ n a ) + o(a6)
and using this we can write the continuum action:

s=\f
"

W

-*^ E E ^ 2~
*

n w

9 a
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The lattice action will then be:
1
n,w

^

2N
1
TY(£C + ( t r )■')) = -p - S ( 1 - 537 H 'W + V ) )

The last sum runs over all plaquettes in the lattice (there is a factor of 2 that comes
from the symmetry under interchange of /i and u). For SU (N ) we have U 1 = U*
and thus the lattice action for SU (N ) can be written as:

where fi =

The factor of 1 in the action due to each plaquette is just a normal

ization factor. It will not play any role in computing the averages:

/ DU f(U )e~$ £ p (1-3k T^p+tfpM
/ DU f{U )e&Dp ReTr{£r")
f DU
where we DU = IIn,MdU%.
Prom the lattice action we see that the only parameter for a SU (N) pure lattice
gauge theory is fi =

. In order to get to the continuum limit we need to take g —►0

(since these theories are asymptotically free) and thus we need to let fi —y oo. The
bare coupling, g, is dimensionless. We cannot use it to extract the lattice spacing
as we did in the previous section using the physical mass M . We will need to fix
other dimensionfull quantities to calibrate the lattice. For a pure gauge theory a
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suitable observable can be the mass of the first glueball or the string tension. The
most useful parameter to determine the lattice spacing is the string tension. We will
introduce it in the next chapter and we will show its connection with confinement.

2
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C hapter 2
C riteria o f C onfinem ent on th e
L attice
2.1

Introduction

The confinement of quarks is an experimental fact: no free quarks have been
observed up to the energies available in today’s experiments. In non-Abelian gauge
theories this is equivalent with saying that the theory should forbid all the states
that carry color; only colorless configurations should be stable. The conventional
wisdom is that a colored state will polarize the vacuum creating a quark-gluon
cloud that will carry an infinite amount of energy. This is due to the fact that,
in contrast with QED, the quark-gluon cloud is expected to increase the effective
charge of the bare quark rather than screen it. It is also expected th at this “anti
screening” behavior will survive even if we are to eliminate the dynamical quarks
(the virtual quark-antiquark pairs). These conclusions are drawn from the behavior
of the non-Abelian gauge theories close to the

<7

= 0 point. These are perturbative

results. No solutions of the renormalization group equation are known away from
this g = 0 point. It is perfectly possible that, at a certain distance, a decreasing
effective charge behavior sets in and eventually screens completely the charge of
24
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the quark. Since we don’t have a thorough understanding of these theories it is
very difficult to predict how such an hypothetical particle will look. If the point
where the screening overcomes anti-screening is far from the zero charge point, at
energies much higher than those required to create a quark anti-quark pair, then,
experimentally, the behavior of the quark at present energies will be the same.
From a practical point of view in order to determine the existence of confinement
one needs to compute the static potential between a quark and an antiquark. Due
to the fact that a dynamical quark-antiquark pair can be created which would lower
the energy of the system it is difficult to investigate confinement in the full theory
using numerical simulations. The expected increasing potential will flatten out once
we reach energies higher than those needed for the quark antiquark pair. It is then
impossible to test if there is a distance where a screening behavior sets in. One
way to solve this problem is to use pure gauge theories. In pure gauge theories
we have no dynamical quarks and the interquark potential is expected to increase
indefinitely in a confined phase.
The lattice formulation has the advantage that it allows the calculation of nonperturbative results in numerical simulations. Moreover, the strong coupling regime,
P«

1 can be investigated analytically (strong coupling expansion is not possible

in the continuum). We will see that in the strong coupling region pure non-Abelian
gauge theories exhibit confinement. However, this behavior is common to all gauge
theories on the lattice in the strong coupling limit. This is not a problem since the
physical theory will be recovered when we go to the continuum limit. The Abelian
gauge theories like QED suffer a phase transition as we go to the weak coupling limit
25
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and the fennions become deconfined. For non-Abelian gauge theories we expect no
such phase transition to occur. Up to now there is no numerical evidence to suggest
the existence of such a transition.
We will now introduce the operator that measures the interquark potential on
the lattice.

2.2

W ilson Loop

Wilson [25] introduced an operator to measure the interquark potential. It is
defined as:
Wc = Tr n £4
tec
where C is a closed loop in the lattice (see Fig. 1.3). The product is understood to
follow the order of the path C and the trace is usually normalized so that it assumes
values between —1 and 1. To see how the vacuum expectation value for this operator
is related with the interquark potential consider the following expression:

/(x , y, x7, y7; t, H) = ( f i ^ x 7, if)U(x', y7; t ) # ( y7, *)* (y , t)U (y, x; t)* (x , t) |0)

where U (x,y;t) = P exp(ig fc Aft(x)dx/l) and C is the line starting at y and end
ing at x. This expression represents the probability that a gauge invariant state,
^ (y, t ) U(y, x; t) ^ (x, t) |U), formed out of a massive pair of quark and antiquark at
x and y at time t propagates to x7 and y7 at time

if.

This massive fermionic field

couples with the gauge field in the minimal way. It can be shown [3] that in the
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limit of infinitely massive quarks we have:

I ( x ,y ,x ! ,y'; t, i f) ~ 6(x —x ^ ^ y —

T rPeigJc ‘fB,‘■*'*|fi)

where M is the mass of the quarks and C is the rectangle defined by (x, t), (y, t),
(y7 = y, H) and (xf = x, If). The

term is due to the rest mass of the quark

pair. The energy of the interaction is included in the last term of the expression
above and it is expected to behave as:

(fij Tr Pe*9fc

|fi) =
k

where £* are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and c* represent the overlaps of
the gauge invariant state $(y,t){7(y,x;t)*P(x,£)|fi) with the eigenvectors of the
Hamiltonian. In the Euclidian formulation this term will be:

(fi| T r P eigfc

|fi> = £

Cfce- ^ - ‘>
k

and we see that for large time separations we have:

(fi| Tr Pe'9Jc

|fi) ^

where E0 is the energy of the lowest state that has a non-zero overlap with our
gauge invariant state. Thus from studying the asymptotic behavior of this operator
we can extract the potential energy of the quark-antiquark pair, E0.
27
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Figure 2.1: Interquark potential for pure SU(2) theory. Note that the potential is
measured at different values of fi and for different lattice sizes and is scaled in units of
the string tension. The solid line is the string picture expectation V (R ) = <j R — ^
[26].
On the lattice the operator Tr Pe'9fc dx',Ait is represented by the Wilson loop
Wc . Using its average we can define the interquark potential as:

V'(«) = - Tlim iln<W (H,T)>

where W (R , T) is the Wilson loop measured around the rectangle of length R in the
spatial direction and T in the time direction.
In a pure gauge theory this potential is expected to grow indefinitely if we are
to have confinement. The state of the art lattice simulations [26, 27] show th at this
is indeed the case (see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2). We see that up to the available
lattice sizes the potential is indeed increasing. Moreover, in Fig. 2.1 we observe the
scaling of the interquark potential: the potential is computed at different values of
28
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Figure 2.2: Interquark potential for pure 517(3) theory. The simulation was run
on a 483 x 64 lattice at 0 = 6.8 corresponding to a lattice spacing a ~ 0.035/m.
The graph is scaled in physical units. The solid line represents the string potential
V (R ) = * R - i [27],
P but after calibrating the lattice using the string tension we see that the shape of
the potential is the same, the points fall on the same curve. We also see that at
sufficiently large distances a linear behavior sets in. We define:

where A is the minimal area spanned by the Wilson loop. This observable is called
the string tension. Its name comes from the string picture of confinement. The
gluon field is believed to be squeezed in thin tubes that run between color charges.
Thus a quark-antiquark pair looks like a string with finite density per unit length.
This energy density can be interpreted as the tension in the str in g a. The measured
string tension is er ~ (440MeV)2. This value is determined using a Cornell potential
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to fit the spectrum of heavy quarks mesons [28]. This is one of the parameters most
used to calibrate the lattice.
Thus in a confined phase the Wilson loop is:

Wc ~ e~aA

when A —►oo. This behavior is called the area law since the average Wilson loop
vanishes exponentially with the area enclosed. Hence we have our first criterion of
confinement:
If the Wilson loop exhibits an area law then we have confinement.
In an unconfined phase the Wilson loop is expected to have a perimeter law
behavior:
Wc ~ e~aP
where P is the perimeter of the loop C. This is expected since even for a constant
interquark potential there will be an exponential decay due to the time-like legs of
the Wilson loop. In the Euclidian formulation the time and space directions are on
the same footing and thus we should expect the same attenuation as in the space
direction. Thus the perimeter will drive the decay in the large loop limit in the
absence of confinement. In this phase the string tension, a = 0. Thus, the string
tension can be used as an order parameter to signal the confined phase.
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One question that can arise is whether the potential can increase in a different
fashion. It has been shown that for gauge theories on the lattice the potential cannot
increase faster than linearly. Tomboulis [29] has shown that:

W M )) <

for all theories that have reflection positivity. Reflection positivity [4,30] is a fundstmental requirement for lattice theories. Without it we cannot construct a positive
definite transfer matrix and we cannot recover the Minkowski Green functions from
the Euclidian ones. The action that we will use in this text obeys this requirement.
Using the relation above we can write:

V(r) = - &

iln O ^ .T ) ) <

and we see that the potential cannot increase faster than linearly. —ln(W (l, 1)) > 0
always since the Wilson loop is normalized to have values between —1 and 1. It can
also be shown that (W (l,l)) > 0.
It is worth mentioning that even if a = 0 we can still have confinement. It is
possible to have a potential that increases slower than linearly (for example V{r) ~
y/r) and then the string tension is zero. However, we can always determine if we
have confinement by simply looking a t the potential.
On the practical side there is a useful quantity connected with the string tension.
Most of the time the area law is accompanied by a background perimeter law. The
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dominant behavior will be the area law behavior in the large loops limit. However,
for small loops the perimeter law can have an important effect. To cancel this
background we define the Creutz Ratio [2]:

rr n

, ( t y ( / , J ) ) ( W - i , ■ /- ! ) )

For a Wilson loop average with an area law and a perimeter law:

(W (I, J)) = er <rA~aP = e-*rj-2a(r+j)

we have:
X{ I ,J ) = o
The advantage of using this ratio is that it converges faster to the string tension
since it eliminates the perimeter term.
In the strong coupling limit (fi-+ 0 )w e can use perturbation theory to compute
the Wilson loop. Using the Wilson action for SU (N ) pure gauge theories:

we get [2, 3]:
f (a**)

N > 2

I (!)

SU (2)

in the limit fi —> 0. We see then that in the strong coupling regime SU(N) theories
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have an area law. The string tension, in this limit, is:
-ln jg ,
a

JV > 2

— ► <

. -Inf

SU(2)

The only question that remains to be settled is whether in going to the continuum
limit {fi -¥ oo) we encounter any phase transitions. The numerical simulations
suggest that we have no such phase transitions. However, no analytical proof has
been put forth. This is one reason why different mechanisms for confinement have
been developed. The hope is to find the degrees of freedom that are relevant for
confinement. Center vortices represent such an attempt. In the next section we will
introduce a different operator that is related both to the Wilson loop and to center
vortices.

2.3

C enter Vortices and t h e ’t H ooft Loop

T h e ’t Hooft loop is closely connected with the center vortices. We will see that
t h e ’t Hooft loop inserts a vortex slice in a configuration. Let us take an SU{N)
field in the continuum. Under a gauge transformation:

We see that the gauge field doesn’t change under the Z{N ) transformations (i.e.
Q, and ZQ have the same effect when Z € Z{N )). Let us take the field in an x ,y
plane and define a gauge transformation that doesn’t depend on z, t. In the x t y
pane define a cut-line going from the origin to infinity (see Fig. 2.3). Define a gauge
33
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loop 2

loop 1

cut-line

loop 3

Figure 2.3: An x — y plane in the four dimensional space. The cut-line is the place
where our gauge transformation is singular. We also show a number of different
types of loops in this plane.
transformation Q(x, y) = Q(r, 9) such that Q(r, 2tt) = Z£l(r, 0) where Z 6 Z (N ).
This is not exactly a gauge transformation since it has a discontinuity at the cut-line.
However, if we are to look at the gauge field itself we see that:

since we started with a continuous gauge field and at the cut-line the gauge trans
formation differs by a center element. In order for

to be gauge equivalent to

we need to introduce a singular field on the cut-line. However, we are not interested
in producing a gauge equivalent configuration. We will only be interested in our
new gauge configuration A% which we know is continuous all over the plane except,
maybe, at the cut-line. We know that at the cut-line the field is continuous too.
The only point where the field is singular is at the origin. We will show t h is below.
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Let us compare the new gauge field A” with the original field AM. To see where
they differ let’s consider the closed Schwinger lines in this plane. Under a gauge
transformation they change to:

pjgfcA^dx*

^ x )Pei9§c A ^ ^ x y

where C is a curve starting and ending at x. This is true for a gauge transformation.
Ours is only an approximate gauge transformation. To be precise as long as the curve
C doesn’t cross the cut-line (for example loop 2 in Fig. 2.3) the above formula is true.
However, if the loop crosses the cut-line we need to be more careful. Let’s consider
a loop crossing the cut-line once (like loop 1 in Fig. 2.3). Then the Schwinger line
integral changes to:

p e*»$eA***

J}(r, Q)Peigfc

Altdx>LQ(r, 27r)t = Q(r,Q)Pei9f c A^ Q ( r , O Y Z ^

The Wilson loop for such a curve will then change:

W d A J = TrP eigf c A^

-► Wc (Aj) = T t(fi(r,0 )P e ,'9k ^ iE'‘n (r,0 )t Zt ) = t f W c i A J

We see then that the Wilson loop on this curve gains a factor due to a center element.
For a loop that crosses the outline but doesn’t encircle the origin (like loop 3 in
Fig. 2.3) the Wilson loop doesn’t change. To see this we write:

IVC(AJ) = Tr

A~dx' P e ‘>^
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=

Tr [fl(r, 0)PeigJct

(r', 0)tQ(7-', 2r)Peig^ A>ldx,tQ(r, 2^)*]

=

IV [fi(r,0)Peigf°i A* * Z P e * b *

0)t Z t] = WC(A„)

In general a Wilson loop will have the same value in the new configuration as in
the original configuration. The only exception are the loops that circle the origin.
Their value will be altered with Z 71 where n is the number of times they circle
the origin in clockwise fashion minus the number of times they circle the origin in
anticlockwise fashion. Since we can define the field strength F ^ using small Wilson
loops (we can write formally F ^ = limc(J„->o Aiea(£%>l) w^ere

*s a small loop

circling a rectangle in the n, u directions) we conclude that the field strength is the
same everywhere except at the origin. We can also see that the field is singular at
the origin since smaller and smaller loops do not approach 1 but rather an element
in the center of the gauge group. This singularity can be removed by “smearing”
it around the origin. For example we can retain the new configuration A” only for
r > 7*o and define AMin the disc r < r0 such that the field is continuous. Such a
configuration will have the same properties as A£ except around the origin, ’t Hooft
[9] calls this a “renormalization” issue and we are not going to deal with it here.
Going back to four dimensions we see that our A" field matches the original AM
field except on loops circling the (z,t) plane at x = y = 0. On this plane the field
is singular (or has a large action density after renormalization). This is the salient
feature of our new configuration. By going from AMto A” we have inserted a center
vortex lying on the x = y = 0 plane. We can see now that these vortices have to
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carry a center element since if we are using a different group element to introduce
the discontinuity the gauge field will be discontinuous as well.
The center vortices can lie on an infinite plane but they can also be defined on a
closed surface. If we look at such a closed surface in a three dimensional slice of the
space we will see a closed loop C*. As in the case of the infinite plane if we measure
a Wilson loop C we get the same value except when C winds around C*. In this
case the Wilson loop will pick an element from the center of the gauge group. In
the operator picture we can talk about an operator B(C*) defined on closed loops
C* that inserts this distortion in the field. This operator was introduced b y ’t Hooft
[9] and has these commutation relations with the Wilson loop:

W (C )B (C ) = B(CT)W (C)Z(C,Cr)

where Z(C,C*) € Z (N ) and depends on the number of times t h e ’t Hooft loop C*
winds around the Wilson loop C. If the loops are unlinked then Z(C, C*) = 1. The
commutation relations are evaluated at the same time (i.e. the loops C and C* lie in
the same three dimensional slice). They assert that if we are to measure the Wilson
loop first and then insert a center vortex, linked with the measured Wilson loop, we
will get a result that differs by a center element from the result that we get when
we first insert the center vortex. In general we have:

Z{C,CT) = z ^ CtCm)
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where n(C, C*) is the number of times C* winds around C. Z0 is the center element
used to define the singular gauge transformation ft. For t h e ’t Hooft operator we
will always choose
Z0 = e = ear/w
where e is the generator for Z{N ).
’t Hooft [9] argued that we can deduce the behavior of the Wilson loop using the
’t Hooft loop. His argument starts by considering two large loops C and C* that
are linked and far away from each other (the curve C never comes close to the curve
C ) . Relaxing the constraint to the three dimensional slice we can deform C* (or
C) continuously to another curve C*, that lives in the original three dimensional
slice, but it is not linked with C. Moreover, we can do this deformation and keep
the curves C and C£ (the deformed curve with Cq = C* and C* = C*) still far apart
at all stages of the transformation. Since C and C* are far apart we can assum e
declustering and write:

(B{C*t )W{C)) ~ (B(Cy))(W(C))e*°(c,c^

where we used the commutation relations. ac(C, C ') does not have to be a multiple
of 27v /N since the two loops are not in the same three dimensional slice. However, it
varies from a(C, C ) — 2ir/N, the linked situation, to at(C, O') = 0 for the unlinked
situation. If there are no massless particles in the theory, ’t Hooft asserts that a
cannot vary continously. Where will the jum p take place? We know th at a has
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to change when C* pierces a surface S bounded by C or when C pierces a surface
S* bounded by C*. In either case a physical quantity, a , suffers a change and thus
there is a physical sheet S (or 5*) that carries a finite action density.
From this we infer that at least one of the loops needs to have an area law. We
are then able to state a second criterion for confinement:
If t h e ’t Hooft loop has a perimeter law behavior, then we have confine
ment.
In order to find the lattice implementation for the ’t Hooft loop operator we
need to introduce the transfer matrix for the lattice. This is necessary since the
definition for t h e ’t Hooft loop is given in the operator approach (the Wilson loop
and ’t Hooft loop commutation relations have to be evaluated at the same time).
Following Yaffe [31] we construct the Hilbert space for a lattice gauge theory using
the kets \Uy) where Uz is an SU (N ) gauge configuration defined on the spatial links
at a certain time. The scalar product is defined to be:

(U±\U*) = 8 (U ± U $ )e -& Z ^ ReTru’>

where E is a three dimensional slice in the lattice at a fixed time. All plaquettes
included in E are spatial plaquettes. The transfer matrix is then:

( U z 2\ e ~ B \ U x t ) = J d U & e fr 'E * * * ” '1* * *

where E includes the time plaquettes starting in C/s, and ending in
39
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one timg

step away. Using this we can write the partition function:

Z = Tr e~TH

where T is the extent of the lattice in the time direction. The lattice averages will
be:
_ H r (A r " )

'

T re -T"

for any operator A. To see this all we have to do is to consider:

-THirr
\„ 6
Z = I dUxT(UxT\e~T
n\UxT)e*

£ , €Et.

and insert the identity operator:

=

J d U z \U z )(U z \e & E

p€E

ReTrUv

in the appropriate places. The extra factors appearing in the last two expressions
are due to the fact that the kets are not normalized. We write:

Z

= f d U ^ t ...cO/^(UZT\e-H\ U ^ .l) e

= J
=

^

^

^

U\..( U ^ \e - a \UaT)

dUEl ...dU^dUs, ~.dUsTe"

J d U x e & 'E

p € A « e 'R t r p

which is exactly the usual partition function, hi this

form a lism

we can define the
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Wilson loop by its action on the kets:

W c |£ ^ > = ,R ^ I I ^ j IDs)

and we see that the Wilson loop operator is diagonal in this base. T h e ’t Hooft loop
cannot be diagonal in this base since it doesn’t commute with the Wilson loop. We
know that its action is to change the value of the Wilson loop when the Wilson loop
winds around O’. We can implement this type of action starting with a set of links
L* and writing:
fl(C*)|Efe> = l^s>
where the configuration

is given by:
’ Uk

IS

U' =
keUb b e L *
The set L* will play the role of the interior of loop C*. Every time the Wilson loop
crosses it in the positive direction it will pick up an e factor. We will show later that
the expectation value of B(C*) doesn’t depend on our choice of L*. The average of
this operator will be:
Tr (e-TaB(C*))
=

| r / d l % r ( £ ^ |e - TffB (C * )|C ^ )e ^ E ^

& 'R o '
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In the last bracket we have \U^r) = B(Cm)\U^T). We write:

<% ,|e""|Osr> = /

where the values of U'p are the same as those generated by (£/e, |e-ff |£/£T) except
on the plaquettes that start in the set L* C E-r and extend one unit in the positive
time direction. We will denote the set form, by these plaquettes with S*. For these
plaquettes there is an extra e factor. Summing up we write:

<n|£(c*)|n>

=

^ J d u ^

=

I J difAC^Sp€A

p«S *

a»««-i>'frEW

Due to the Haar invariance of the measure we know that the average is invariant
under the transformation Ut, —» eC4- Thus:

as long as the sets S* and S% form a co-closed surface. Thus we can change the
surface S* to any other surface S*' as long as their coboundary are the same: dS* =
8S*r. The only thing that is invariant is the set of cubes dS*. This is obviously
a co-closed set since it is the co-boundary of another set. On the dual lattice it is
represented by a closed loop. This will be o u r ’t Hooft loop C*.
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To sum up, t h e ’t Hooft loop lives on the dual lattice. We showed how to
construct it for a special case where it lies in a three dimensional spatial slice.
However, we can now extend this definition to any loop C* on the dual lattice. For
any such loop we take a surface tiling it dS* = C* and we define its expectation
value to be:

If this operator exhibits a perimeter law then the Wilson loop is expected to have
an area law (assuming, of course, no massless particles) and we should have confine
ment.
We have to mention here that although some analytical results support the
argument presented b y ’t Hooft there is no definitive proof that in a theory without
massless particle t h e ’t Hooft loop and the Wilson loop are forbidden to have a
perimeter law simultaneously. Mack and Petkova [32] and Yaffe [31] proved that in
the presence of certain constraints t h e ’t Hooft loop exhibits an area law. However,
the Wilson loop still has an area law. This is, of course, allowed by t h e ’t Hooft
argument but it shows that the Wilson loop and t h e ’t Hooft loop are not perfectly
dual to each other in an SU (N ) theory (in Z(2) we will show that they are dual). A
further analysis by Tomboulis [12] shows that the perimeter law of the*t Hooft loop
is due to screening provided by the Z(2) monopoles (these objects will be introduced
in a latter chapter).
On the numerical side, there are very few simulations focusing on t h e ’t Hooft
loop. The reason is that it is difficult to measure with sufficient accuracy. The main
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problem is that t h e ’t Hooft loop can vary over a wide range of values and the bigger
its area the more wild the variations. There are only a few numerical studies of the
’t Hooft loop and they focus primarily on the Z(2) monopole potential [33].

2.4

M agnetic and Electric Free Energies

The physical interpretation of t h e ’t Hooft loop is that it introduces a magnetic
loop on the curve C* that acts as a source of magnetic flux, ’t Hooft [34] considered
a periodic boundary condition box and extended t h e ’t Hooft loop to wrap around
the lattice. The advantage of this procedure is that you get rid of the magnetic loop
but you still retain the magnetic flux running through the lattice.
To see how this is implemented on the lattice we present a derivation due to Yaffe
[31]. We will again use the operator approach. On a periodic lattice the physical
states I#) are represented by vectors in the Hilbert space constructed out of the
kets |£/e ). The vectors representing physical states have to be gauge invariant i.e.:

<tfci»>= ( u g m

where \U§) is the gauge transformed ket of |£/s). The gauge transformations G have
the same boundary conditions as the lattice. However, we can consider a transfor
mation that looks like a non-periodic gauge transformation. The transformations
that we will consider here are formed out of the center elements that are defined
on links rather than sites (the regular gauge transformations are defines on sites).
Such a transformation will be 1 everywhere except on a certain set of link s th at we
now define. We will take the 1,2 directions in the three dimensinTial slice S and
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consider.
L *2 =

( 6 ( n ,,n a>0) € E }

This is the set of links that start in the 1,2 plane and extend one unit in the positive
3 direction. The operator associated with this transformation is:

B ultfe) = |££)

where:
Ub
-

6 0 LJa

cUb 6 6 L * 2

This operator is said to introduce a unit magnetic flux e in the 1,2 direction. B ^ 2
will introduce mi2 units of magnetic flux. We see that m i2 is defined only modulo
N since B& = 1- This transformation is not a proper gauge transformation and the
physical states I'P) need not be invariant under this transformations. We will say
about a state |^ ) that it carries ei2 units of electric flux in the 12 direction if:

B12|tf) = ee« |tt)

We see th at e u has to be an integer since B^2 = 1. The electric flux is also defined
only modulo N . We can define a projection operator on the subspace with e u units
of electric flux:
ff-i
P{el2) = £
rau=0

(2.1)

Going back to the usual lattice formulation we can see th at the operator B t 2 is very
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much like th e ’t Hooft operator described in the previous section and following the
same steps we can write:

<n|B12|n ) = ^

Sp€S» R4(e_1)Trt'p!^

where S ^ 2 = 9L*2 is a co-closed plane of 34 plaquettes wrapping around the lattice
in the 12 direction. Since we know that we can shift the plane without affecting the
average as long as the plane remains wrapped in the

1 2

directions the choice of the

surface S*2 is immaterial.
We can now extend this definition to any pair /u/ of directions in the lattice. We
will have then the operators

with the expectation values:

These operators commute and they are related with the projections operators P(e)
(where e =

( e o i , ..., 6

2 3

) is the electric flux running through the lattice in all possible

directions) by a generalization of equation (2 . 1 ):

fft

where m = (moi,

% ) is the six component magnetic flux and Bm = Yi^u,

Using the averages of these operators we can define the electric flux free energy:

e-Fm(A) _ (Q|Bm|Q) _

fe K ^ -n T rtr,]^
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and m agnetic flux free energy:

_ J 2 efaee-Fmw

e-F.(*) =

rh

To make things dearer we will specialize these formulae to the case of 517(2):

e - F m(rfi)

_

g - F ,( « )

_

^p€S J„

y ^ ^ _ ^ ^ T f t- e e - F m(rft)

rft
where

and

assume only values of 0 and 1 . Since the electric flux free energy

is the Fourier transform of the magnetic flux free energy we can invert it and write:

g - F m (m s«) _

2j m

j 4 -e g - F « ( e ) _

j _

g —F ( e j 4 >

e
where

77134

is a flux in the 34 direction. We see th at if Fe —►0 0 as we increase the

size of the box (heavy electric flux as defined b y ’t Hooft [34]) then Fm —►0 (the
magnetic flux is light). For confinement to occur we expect the electric flux to be
heavy and its free energy will be:

Fe{eM) ~

where

0

A 12 -

1 0

(0 ^

3 4

)

is the area of a plane in the (u/ direction, ’t Hooft argued th at this type

of behavior is expected for the free energy of the electric flux since such a flux is
introduced by a Wilson loop acting in the 12 plane. The second term is ju st an
47
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entropy factor due to the fact th at there are a number of A3 4 positions in the lattice
where the flux sheet can be inserted. Using the relation between the electric and
magnetic fluxes we can infer that:

e - F m (m*<) ~

1

-

( 77134) =

1

-

e - F«(eM >

and thus:
(1 7 *3 4 ) c; a A u e ' ^ 12
In the vortex picture

(2.2)

(7 /1 3 4 ) measure the free energy of a vortex wrapping

around the lattice in the 34 direction. To see th at this is indeed a center vortex
we just need to realize th at the operator £ 3 4 associated with Fm(7 7 *4 3 ) introduces a
center element on a co-closet set of plaquettes p 12. A Wilson loop in a

1 2

plane will

then be unchanged except when it circles around the p 1 2 plaquette that belongs to
the vortex inserted by £34.
We can then formulate a criterion of confinement in terms of the vortex free
energy (or magnetic flux free energy):
If the vortex free energy varies with the size of the box like in equation
(2 .2 ) then we have confinement.
Unlike for t h e ’t Hooft loop there are analytical results that such a behavior
leads indeed to confinement. Tomboulis and Yaffe [29] have proved that:

(T r(n
bee

)) <
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where A c is the minimal area spanned by the Wilson loop C and A n is the area of
the plane 12 in which the loop C lies. Fe{e^) measures the free energy of an electric
flux running through this plane. For a vortex free energy of the type (2.2) and for
a large area .4 1 2 we have:

g —P«(es«) _

j _

g - f n » ( m s 4 ) rv> Q c A 3 4 e ~ a * 12

and thus:

(T V (n

bee

Ub) )

< (a-Aw) Ac/ A 12e ~ cAc = e"(<r_!^

Mc

For large lattices we have—►0 and thus the Wilson loop will be bounded
from above by e~aAc. Then we have an area law for the Wilson loop with the string
tension at least a.
This type of behavior for the vortex free energy is particular to non-Abelian
gauge theories. The expected behavior for a Z (2) theory is [35]:

Fm(m u) ~ a(f})Au

and for an U(l) gauge theory:

Fm(rn:x) ~ 0 a 4^1
A 12

The first type of behavior corresponds to a vortex th at remains thin and cannot
be spread by quantum fluctuations (we will see that this is indeed the rase for a
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Figure 2.4: SU(2) vortex free energy. Notice th at the simulations were run at
different 0 and th at the points fall on a universal curve [35].
Z (2) system). The second type of behavior corresponds to a flux th at spreads in a
Coulomb like fashion. Both these types correspond to theories that are deconfined
in the weak coupling lim it.
If we look at the possible type of behavior we see th at for large lattices it is
only the confining behavior (2.2) that predicts a zero free energy for the vortex.
Numerical simulations have been performed [35] and we see in Fig. 2.4 that the free
energy behaves exactly as expected for a confined phase. It is also interesting to
note th at the free energy becomes zero at a lattice size of roughly 1 fin and thus we
should expect a vortex thickness of around 1 fin.
In conclusion we presented three methods to detect confinement on the lattice.
The most widely used operator to detect confinement is the Wilson loop. T h e ’t
50
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Hooft loop is promising but it doesn’t have the analytical support. The free energy of
the magnetic flux has analytical backing as a criterion for confinement and numerical
simulations have started to investigate its behavior. We also note here that t h e ’t
Hooft loop and magnetic flux free energy are intimately connected with the idea of
center vortices.
We will now explore these ideas in the context of Z (2) gauge theory, a theory
th a t is very well understood.
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C hapter 3
Z

(

3.1

2) L attice G auge T heory
Introduction

The discretization makes the idea of continuity difficult to implement on the
lattice. One introduces interactions th at have the correct continuum limit. These
interactions between neighbors on the lattice tend to give a continuous behavior.
However, the fact th at we are not dealing with continuous quantities makes possible
to investigate a new type of systems: systems with discreet gauge groups.
We can use such systems to gain a better insight in the dynamics of the models
that use a continuous group. Another reason to study such systems is to use them
as a testing ground for new techniques.
We will focus, in this chapter, on the simplest of such groups: the Z(2) group.
We present this model because it will help us understand the dynamics of vortices:
this system has vortices as its basic excitation. Moreover, the methods used to
identify vortices in 517(2) will use some of the results derived in this chapter.
In this chapter we will introduce the concept of duality (and self-duality), we
will show how vortices can disorder the Wilson loop to create an area law and we
will show that in this theory th e ’t Hooft loop is exactly dual to the Wilson loop.
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3.2

T he Z{2) G auge T heory

Let us take a lattice A th at has Z(2) variables living on the links: C/& € Z(2).
We write the partition function as [25, 2, 3]:

z = Y . eSlu)
{V}
where:
S(U) = Y . s,(i/p )
peA
Sp being the action due to a plaquette. The most general type of plaquette action
has to be a class action to be invariant under gauge transformations. Any such
action adm its a character expansion:

Sp(C0 = £ o x i( tf )

(3.1)

where xt is the trace in the Ith irreducible representation of the gauge group. Now,
for Z(2) we have only two such representations:

X+(U) = U° = 1
X-(U) =

Ul = U

where + labels the trivial representation and —label the other respresentation. Our
action can be written as SP(U) = 0+ + 0-U . Let us do a characterexpansion for
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gSpltO, We have:
=b+ + b-U
The relationship between b and /3 can be inferred if we write down the equations for
U = ±1:

g/J++*- = b+ + be?+~0- = b+ — b-

We solve these equations and find:

b+ = e?+cosh /?_
6_

=

eP+sinh

and, conversely:

fi+

=

fi-

=

i
2

6+

—

6_

Now, let us see how to find the dual of this theory. First we will give an outline of
the procedure. We will show th at the Z(2) gauge theory is approximately self-dual.
We sta rt by rewriting the action using the character expansion for e5^ . We then
group the terms th at are initially defined on links to variable defined on plaquettes.
We then notice th at we can generate the plaquette variables using configurations
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defined on cubes. These variables defined on cubes live on links on the dual lattice.
We see then th at the final action defined on links in the dual lattice has the same
form as the action that we started from. The only difference is in the coefficients that
define this action. We will now show the mathematical derivation of this procedure.
Consider the partition function:

Z= E

= EII E M- ra

{Cf6}

{£/&} p eA ip = ± l

where we used the expansion (3.1). We will now rewrite this using our notation in
Appendix section A.4. In the partition function we sum over all Z(2) configurations
defined on links and thus {C/j,} —►C l (A). Moreover, the product

n

z

p € A ip = ± l

->

e

ig C 2( A)

since we sum again over all Z(2) configurations defined on plaquettes; we can also
write Up as dU{p) where U 6 C l (A). Using these we write:

z =

z
z
n ^(p) n x«(p)
trecl(A)iec*(A) p
p

(p))

We will denote n p &t&>) with b(i) and notice th at the last term in the expression
above is nothing but the bracket, {•, -}, we introduced in the Appendix section A.5.
We write:

Z= Z

Z WihdU}

£T€C*(A)«eC*(A)
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We use now the property (A. 5) and we have:

Z=

Y

6(0

£

(3-2)

U S C 't A)

»€C*(A)

Now using equations (A.6 ) and (A.7) we have:

Z=

Y

6 0 |C l (A )|f(« )

i€C*( A)

The £ function asserts that the boundary of the t configuration is zero. Then we
have:
z =

Y

M lc'M I

i€Z*(A)

where we remember th at Z ^A ) is the group of all closed configurations of dimension
2

. We know that this group can be written as:

Z*(A) = H*(A) x B 2(A)

where H2{A) is the homology group of order 2 and B 2(A) is the group of boimdary
configurations of dimension 2. The equality above asserts th at all closed configu
rations can be w ritten as a product of a configuration in i f 2 (A) and one in J32 (A).
We have then:
z = \c lm

Y

£ 6(“/3)

a€fl*(A )0€B *(A )

Now, since 0

6

B 2 (A) there is a t least one configuration j

6

C ^A ) such th at 0 = dy.

hi fact for one such configuration j we have an entire set 7 r with r

6

Z 3 (A) such
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th at d (jr ) = frydr = f}<t>3 = P and thus if we are to replace the sum over B 2 (A)
with the sum over C 3 (A) we need to take care of this multiplicity. We will have:

„

| C l (A)|

_

\Z3(K)\

^

'

_

^

/ I a g /p ( A ) 7€C*(A)

^(adi)

In order to recover the original form of the action we need to go to the dual lattice.
We have:
* =
where *a

6

I

£

£

W l a 6 ff»(A )reC l (A-)

K ~ » r ’)

C^(A) is the image of a on the dual lattice. The isomorphism * :

C 3 (A) —>C l (A*) ensures th at the summation is the same.
We now remember that:

b(**dy') = IX K{p)dr{p)
p6A

and we write b±:
bv = at& W

(3.3)

where a is a normalization constant. Then we can write:

z = \c 'W \

£
5Z ‘•w’e t p f e ^ ( » “ (P)®T'(p))
l^ (A )l aeHa(A)7*6C*(A-)
Eff^fA) -r*ecl(A*)
Vp
/

where Wp is the num ber of plaquettes in the lattice. By switching A and A* and
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reverting to a more fam iliar notation we get:

2 = §57vAM
X51“''’Q6H£a(A*){CE
A6}
where a * is the image on the direct lattice of a. We choose now a to cancel the
factor in front:
I N.-l
a = ‘|Cl(A)n~l/*r» = 2~*~fc~
LI^(A)|J

where N a is the number of sites in the lattice. We finally get:

z =

£

£

(3.4)

aeff»(A*) {Oi}

This looks ju st like the starting partition function where we replaced Sp with Sp.
There is, however, another difference: the summation over the elements of the homol
ogy group

These elements correspond to configurations th at are co-closed

(closed on the dual lattice) but are not the co-boundary of any link configuration.
The number of such distinct configurations is l-ff^A)! = 2 6. They represent planes
on the dual lattice th a t wrap around the lattice. There are six such planes; one for
every pair of directions. We call this configurations twists. We can determine the
twist in a given pair of directions \iu for an arbitrary configuration U by taking the
bracket {U\ P^,}. i% , is a configuration th at is everywhere

1

except on a plane that

wraps around the lattice in the fu/ direction. If the bracket is —1 we say th at we
have a twist in the ya/ direction - this corresponds to a flux running through the
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lattice. We can now write:

Z = Y . e E * * (lw +

E

E

a € lP (A -),a & > 7 {U>}

{1/6}

where we have isolated the sum over configurations with no twist. We want to show
th at we can safely neglect the sum over twisted configurations. To prove this lets
take a simple twist a* in the ( 1 , 2 ) direction:

a*(p) =

where
P 12 =

{ P o fo ,i. 3 lT u ln

3>n 4

e

Z N itN < }

It is easy to see that this configuration is the image on the direct lattice of a con
figuration that wraps around the dual lattice. We see then th at we have:

•^2

e S p ^ C ® ? 0 *) =

{%}

^

e £ p * p - 2 $ ,(£/>,)+ £ p €p-1

{^6}

^

gEp

[ 5 p (-^ )-5 (£ /p )l

{%}

We have: Sp(—Up) —S(tfp) = 0+ — &-Up —0+ — @-Up = —2/3-Up. We can write:

£ eE A W ) = £ eEp^(£/p)e- ^ - E p epr2^
{%}
{%}
It is easy to see that

^ p6,w

will have the upper bound e-2^- ^3^

times the upper bound of e^> Sp^

(A/3 , JV4 are the dimensions of the lattice in the
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3 and 4 directions). If 0 - is positive (which is always true if we start with a positive
/?_) the sum over the twist configurations will be roughly e- 2$-N*N* times the sum
over the no twist configurations. For N3 and JV4 large enough we can safely neglect
this contribution to the partition function.
We are allowed to write then:

Z ~ £

e ^ p 5^

m
To compute Sv we use equation (3.3) to write:

6+ =

ae^++^~

b- = ae^+~^~

where a = 2 - *

. For N, large enough we have a — l/y /2 and we get:

0+ = 0+ + ^ ln sin h 2 |0 _
0-

=

^ In coth /3_

(3.5)

In conclusion we see th at the four dimensional Z (2) gauge theory is self-dual (the
dual of the theory is of the same type). The change in action is given by equation
(3.5). We note here that 0+ is a trivial factor in the action; it introduces only a
multiplicative factor in the partition function th at doesn’t change the averages at
afi.
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The param eter th at characterizes different points of the theory is 0— We see
th a t under duality transformations (3.5) small values of the /?_ are mapped into
large values for 0 - and vice versa. Also we see that there is a point th at is mapped
into itself:
0c = ^ l n ( l + >/2) ~ 0 .4 4

3 .3

D u al O bservables

Now, that we have the dual theory a natural question arises: what is the use of
it? Ail we know thus far is that for a Z (2) gauge theory given by coupling constants
(0+ ,0-) there is another pair of coupling constants (0+,0-), connected with the
original pair by the equations (3.5), th at yields the same partition function. In
what respect is the new point (0+, 0 -) dual to the original one? A naive answer
will be th at the observables have the same value at the dual points. However, this
is not true. To make a definite statem ent about a certain observable we will need
to compute its dual observable. To show how this is done we will derive the dual of
the Wilson loop.
To define the Wilson loop let’s take a closed curve C in the lattice (we will
require th a t this curve is actually the boundary of a surface). We will then define
the Wilson loop on a particular configuration

to be:

Wc m = T ± ( I [ U b)
bee
where the product is ordered following the path C through the lattice (in an Abelian
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theory the order is not important) and the trace is in the fundamental representation.
The average of the Wilson loop will then be:

(Wc) = l Z e ^ W W c M )
Z {u>}
We will cast this operator in a form th at fits our notation in Appendix (see sections
A.4, A.5). We know that X + ( U ) = 1 and X - ( U ) =

U.

Then we can write the Wilson

loop as:
WC(U) = {ic ,U }
where ic € C l (A) is defined as:
b£C

’ 1
ic (b) = <
- 1

beC

Using this notation and equation (3.2) we get:

{W c )= {{ic,U }) = j
E
E &(•)(&'■c.CO
* uecl(\) iec*(A)
Now, since ic is a boundary configuration there is s e C^(A) such that ic = ds.
Then:

<^c) = i uec*
E E

m{pi-as,u} = y

(A ) «6C*(A)

^

E E

tree* (A) i e c ^ A )
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-«),£/}

Using group summation invariance we can write:

(w c ) = j

£

*

£

£A£C‘ (A )« e C * (A )

From here on we can apply the same steps as in the previous section and we get an
expression similar with equation (3.4):

(W c) =

i

£

* aetn(A') {%}
where s - 1 lies in the dual lattice and s*~L is its image in the direct lattice. Using
the same approximations as before (neglecting the sum over twist configurations)
we get:
(W c ) =

i

£

)

* {Uk}
We note here th at there is no orientation in Z (2) (since U~l = U) and thus s’~l = s*.
We see that s* is a co-surface th at has as its co-boundary the co-loop C*. We can
then write in a more usual notation:

(W c ) =

-

E

e E * s*

^ l ~ Up)

This operator is exactly t h e ’t Hooft operator as defined in the previous chapter.
Thus, th e ’t Hooft loop is the dual of the Wilson loop. It is dual in the sense th at
the vacuum expectation value for the Wilson loop for a certain value of /? is equal
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w ith the vacuum expectation value for th e ’t Hooft loop a t the dual point 0:

(W c)t = (B c-)f

where C* is the image on the dual lattice of the loop C.

3 .4

B ehavior o f th e W ilson Loop

We will now focus on understanding the physics of the Z ( 2 ) gauge theory. One
might wonder why did we choose to focus on the Wilson loop in the previous section:
the answer is th at the Wilson loop will provide us with an order param eter for the
gauge theories. It is known that gauge theories do not have a local order param eter.
We usually employ asym ptotic values of certain operators or global objects to detect
various phases of the system. Using the Wilson loop we define the string tension:

<r09) = - Um ± ln(W c >

where A is the minimal area spanning the Wilson loop. As argued in a previous
chapter the physical meaning of the string tension comes from pure 517(3) gauge
theory where the Wilson loop is used to measure the static potential between a
quark-antiquark pair. The string tension win be our order parameter: it will be
zero in the deconfined phase and non-zero in the confined phase.
In Z (2) gauge theory we can have only two types of behavior for the Wilson
loop. If we are to find out th at the Wilson loop has different types of behavior a t
two different values of /? then we know th at we have a phase transition somewhere
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Figure 3.1: A typical vortex in a 2 + 1 dimensional lattice. The hashed plaquettes
have a — 1 value and all the others are + 1 .
between these two values. We will investigate now the behavior of the Wilson loop
for different extreme values of 0.
At small 0 we can use a power expansion in 0. Using this so called strong
coupling expansion we get:
(W c ) a

\ f l A

to the first order in 0 . We see then that the string tension for 0 -¥ 0 is:

(3.6)

°{0) = -ln /9

We see th at in this regime the Wilson loop has an area law.
We will now present an argument on how vortices can explain

th is

behavior for

the W ilson loop. Due to the Abelian nature of the gauge group the product of lin k s
around a contour C is equal with the product of the plaquettes tiling th a t contour.
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Figure 3.2: Vortices in a 2 + 1 theory intersecting the plane E. The value of the
Wilson loop is given by the number of intersection points trapped inside the Wilson
loop.
We can then write the Wilson loop as:

W c= U U r
p€S

where d S = C. It is obvious th at the Wilson loop is a counter of how many times
the area S is pierced by a vortex (i.e. a plaquette is negative): if the number of
times is odd we will get

— 1

and

Since the configurations of

1

— 1

otherwise.
are produced by link configurations (Up = dUb)

we see that they have to be co-closed since dUp = SPUf, — fa. We will call these
configurations, defined on a co-closed set of plaquettes, vortex configurations. The
Z(2) gauge theory is, in this sense, a vortex theory. A configuration S th at is co
closed and irreducible (there is no subset A c S that can be removed such th at the
remaining configuration is still co-closed) will be called a vortex (see Fig. 3.1). All
vortex configurations can be defined as a product of vortices. Following a standard
argument [36] we how it is possible for vortices to create an area law. Each vortex
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configuration S has a definite linkage with an Wilson loop:

where a(C, S) is the number of plaquettes that belong to a surface spanning the Wil
son loop and are —1 in the S configuration. The number, (—

is independent

of our choice of the area spanning the Wilson loop.
Imagine now a planar section in the lattice of area E (see Fig. 3.2). Take
a Wilson loop of area A in this plane. Consider N vortices piercing this plane
randomly (assume no correlation). The probability of n such vortices piercing the
area A of the Wilson loop is:

The average value of the Wilson loop will be:

Define now p = |r to be the density of vortices piercing the plane. Then, take the
lim it E —> oo but keep the density p fixed. We get:

We see th at the Wilson loop, in this simple model, is expected to have an area law.
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Furthermore, the string tension is related with the planar density of vortices by:

a = 2p

However, this simple model is misleading: for one it will seem that (Wc) depends
on the area of the surface chosen to span the perim eter C. We know th a t this is
not true. We arrive to this false conclusion because we neglected a very im portant
fact: the vortices have to pierce the plane in pairs since they have to co-closed. We
see th at it is im portant to treat the piercing points in pairs generated by the same
vortex rather than separately. The model th at we showed before has as a sufficient
condition for an area law to set in a finite planar density of vortices. We will show
th at, while this is necessary, it is certainly not enough.
Consider a random distribution of Np pairs of piercing points on the surface E.
Furthermore, suppose that the points in a pair cannot be separated by a distance
greater than d. We will now look a t a Wilson loop th at has the area much bigger
th at this distance (A > d2). If the pair is either completely outside or completely
inside the Wilson loop it has no effect on its value. In order for the pair to have
any effect it has to pierce the plane once inside the Wilson loop and once outside.
In order for this to happen we need the midpoint of the pair to lie in a band of
width d around the contour C of the loop. Let us denote with p the probability of
such a pair lying in this particular band to actually affect the Wilson loop. Then
the probability of rtp such pairs to pierce the band (to the first order the area of the
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band is P d where P is the perim eter of the loop) and affect the Wilson loop is:

Using the same steps as before and denoting p = ^

we get:

and thus the Wilson loop has a perimeter law.
We see now th at it is not enough to have a non-zero planar density p for area
law to set in. We need also to require the vortices of any length to have a non
zero probability in the action (it is actually the planar density of vortices of infinite
length th a t will give us the string tension).
Thus we have two possible phases for the system: one in which the vortices
percolate (we have a non-zero probability for infinitely long vortices) and we have
an area law for the Wilson loop; another phase is when the vortices are limited in
length and we have a perimeter law for the Wilson loop.
We can understand better the structure of a vortex if we look on the dual lattice.
There a vortex is a closed surface and the cost in action for such a vortex is —20A
where A is the surface of the vortex. In statistical mechanics term s we have a
competition between the cost to excite such a vortex:

E (A) ~ e~VA
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and the entropy or the number of surfaces th at have the same area:

N (A ) ~ ekA

The probability to excite a vortex of area A is:

P(A) ~ e{k~2ff)A

We see know that the vortices will percolate when k > 20 and they don’t when
k < 0. If we can determine k then we can determine the transition point (we need
k for asymptotically large surfaces only to determine the transition point).
This problem is very complicated but we can use some simple arguments to put
some bounds on k and implicitly on the transition point.
For an upper bound we can use this argument [37]. Consider the lattice and
number the links in the lattice such that you introduce a total ordering among
the links. We want now to compute the number Nc0(A) of connected irreducible
surfaces S th at have the same area A and dS = Co. Start with the contour Co and
pick the lowest ranked link in the contour; attach a plaquette to this link; you have
six different choices. Define a new contour Ci defined by the contour Co and the
plaquette you just introduced. Repeat the steps for the contour Ci and arrive to Cz.
We can do this until we arrive a t C* and we have included A plaquettes. If C* is
void we have produced an irreducible connected set with area A and d S = Co. We
see th at by using this procedure we are going to generate all surfaces that interest
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us. We will also produce some other surfaces but since we are only interested in an
upper bound this is not a problem. Since we have six choices at every step we see
that we can write:
NCo(A) < 6 a
We can refine this bound further using the fact that when we are to select the new
plaquette there will be only five choices if the lowest ranked link in C* is actually in
the boundary of one of the k plaquettes already selected. We will have then:

N c M ) < 5a-|CoI6|Co1

where |C0| is the number of links in Co. By selecting Co to be the contour of a
plaquette po we realize that the number of closed surfaces containing p 0 with area
A is actually bounded by:
N(A) < 5a_464
For A -* oo we see that N (A ) < 5A and thus we have an upper bound on k:

k < ln5

For a lower bound we can count only the non-intersecting strings of cubes starting
at a particular cube. In order to insure the fact that the string doesn’t self intersect
we will start with a cube (let’s say c^oo) and consider only the same type of cubes
(c123) connected to the “positive” feces (Le. only c ^ , or

or c ^ 0). By repeating
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Figure 3.3: The plaquette in Z ( 2 ) theory. The line represents analytical results that
are computed using the strong coupling expansion and duality. The dots are results
from numerical simulations in a 6 4 lattice.
this I times we get a string of cubes with area A = 41 + 2. The number of such
strings is:
Nt = 3‘
and they provide us with a lower bound for N(A) i.e.:

3* < N(A)

for large enough A.
In conclusion we have:

In3

A

ln5
“ ~2 ~

0.137 < A

<0.805

8

“

The knowledge of this coupled with the self-duality of the system enables us to
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assert that the fixed point of the duality transformation (3.5) is the critical point.
There is, of course, the possibility that there are 3 or another odd number of phase
transitions in the interval (0.137,0.805). This is, however, impossible since N (A ) is
independent of 0 and E{A) depends monotonically on 0. Thus from the point of
view of the string tension there is only one phase transition and this occurs at:

0C= ^ ln(l -f y/2) ~ 0.441

which is within the bound we found. The transition point can be seen in Fig. 3.3
where we plotted the average plaquette 1 —Tr(£/p) as a function of 0.
As a final note we can find more restrictive bounds on beta using the duality
transformations: for 0 = 0.805 we have 0 = 0.203 and then we know that 0.203 <
0e < 0.805.

3.5

’t H ooft Loop B ehavior

Since t h e ’t Hooft loop is dual to the Wilson loop we know its behavior in the
two phases of the theory: it will have a perimeter law for 0 < 0e and will have an
area law for 0 > 0e. However, it is interesting to see if we can infer its behavior
using the vortex picture.
For high 0 a simple argument shows that we have an area law. Consider, on
the dual lattice, t h e ’t Hooft loop C*. Choose a surface S* spanning the loop. The
excitation of the theory are closed surfaces S and the *t Hooft loop is:

Bc-(S) = e~2 *£p*s*

= e-*M(s*)e4/M(sns-)
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where A(S) is the area of surface S. The average of the operator will be:

(Bc •) = L j 2 e - 20AlS)e40A(SnS*)e~ifiA(s’)
2 s
In order to get the first order contribution we need to find the configuration that
minimizes A(A) + A(S*) —2A(S D 5*) where S is a closed surface. It is easy to see
that S has to be the closed surface formed by S* and S ^ in with S ^ in the minimal
surface spanning t h e ’t Hooft loop. Then for /? —> oo we have:

( B c ’ j =5 l e - V W S - H A ( S ^ .) - 2 A ( S - ) + A ( S - j) =

1 ■
-V A iS -^ 1

since -4(S*US*) - A(S*) + A(S'mlJ and A ((S- U P J n P ) = A(S*).
We see then that for high 8 we have an area law for t h e ’t Hooft loop, the string
tension extracted from this approximation is:

*(

8)=28

This string tension should match the string tension for the Wilson loop at:

1
ll-iS = jln c o th ^ -jln I ±

Since 8

^

oo we have e-2^ cz 0 and then:

8 — ^ ln (l -F 2 e-2^) ~ ^ 2 e-2^ = e_2/S
a
6
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Since 0 is very small we can use the strong coupling expansion (3.6) and write:

ct = —ln/9 = —In e-2^ =

20

which is exactly the result we expected.
In the low

0

regime the arguments are, unfortunately, not that simple and we

will not pursue it here.

3.6

C onclusion

In this chapter we showed that the Z (2) gauge theory is self-dual and has a phase
transition at the fixed point of the duality transformation. Moreover, we showed
that in this theory the Wilson loop is dual to th e 't Hooft loop.
We also employed the vortex picture to explain the behavior of the Wilson and
't Hooft loop. Although this picture doesn't enable us to get a quantitative un
derstanding of the theory it gives us a qualitative description of the physics of the
system. We were also able to set some limits on the critical point of the theory
and we determined that the transition point is actually a percolation-depercolation
transition point.
Our limited possibility to investigate this system, in spite of its self-duality, stems
from the fact that the duality of this system is dynamical rather than kinematical:
there is no way to attach a dual configuration to a particular configuration in the
original theory. Thus we are unable to identify the basic excitation of the system in
the strong coupling (low 0 ) regime and that is why we have a limited description of
this phase.
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C hapter 4
P ro jection V ortices
4.1

Introduction

We will present in this chapter a number of methods designed to identify cen
ter vortices on the lattice. Z(2) gauge theory exhibits vortices as its fundamental
excitations and there we have no problem identifying them. However, when we are
dealing with a continuous group (like SU (N)) the identification of center vortices
becomes a key issue.
First of all let’s try to answer the question: why center vortices at all? The
standard argument [38, 39] is the following. Let’s take a loop C in the lattice and
then break it down into smaller loops {Ci} like in Fig. 4.1. Define a function F
such that: F(C) =

i*’(C7i). If we are to find that for sufficiently large loops we

have:
<f(c)> = < n n c , ) ) - n < f (c ,»
i=l
i=l
then we can say th at the sub loops C{ vary independently (they have no correlation
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I------

Figure 4.1: Breaking down of a large loop C into smaller sub loops {Ci}.
with respect to the function F). We can then take any large loop and break it down
into loops still large enough so that they are uncorrelated. Then we can write:

(F(C)) a (F(C U ,))‘

where k =

and C ^ n is the minimal size loop that varies independently (we

assumed that we divided the big loop C into a lot of identical Cmin loops). In this
simple picture we get an area law since:

(F(C)} ~ a A(c>

where a = (F(Cmia))l^AiCminK We will say that the Wilson loop is disordered (with
respect to the function F ) since different pieces of it vary independently.
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To make this argument more substantial let F be a class function with the
following character expansion:

F{g) = Y . f 1 X3 (9 )
i± 0
where the summation runs over both integer and half-integer representations. We
have neglected a factor f Qsince we wanted to have (F(U )) = 0 when U is completely
random. In two dimensions, where the SU(2) theory can be solved exactly, we have:

(ft
i= l

nu(c,))) =

( f t 2 / l/2 ) e - ''« ',(c>= ft<F(tf(C i)))
i= l

»=I

where:
T

-

In

and here we have different loops varying independently.
However, if we go to more than two dimensions, we find that at least in the
strong coupling limit (which can be treated perturbatively) we have:

< ftf(!7 (cy )> = ( ! ) " " 1 /T 0 ti(E'(O)> =

where /x = 4&i /2- On the other hand we have:

flinma)))= f t nbamcd))=
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For n large enough we have:

' £ P ( C i) ^ > P ( C )
»=i

and then:
O iw c s )))> n < n w )))
i
i
and we no longer have independent variations of F(C,). We see that the correlation
is brought on by the fact that F has a non-zero f i in the character expansion. In
fact the leading term will still have a perimeter law behavior (and correlation) as
long as there is at least one /< # 0 for an integer representation i. In particular let’s
define the probability density function for the Wilson loop:

Pc[g] =

(6(9, U ( C ) ) )

= < £ x ,( !? ) X ; (! /(C )) > =
3

'£ .X ,( 9 ) W , ( C )
3

where the summation runs over all irreducible representation of SU(2) and Wj(C) =
(Xj(Z/(C))). Since Xi(^) ^ 0 we have a strong correlation among the probabilities
distributions Pc,\g\ for different sub loops. Thus, although in the limit C -*■ oo
we have Pc\b\

1

(the random distribution) this randomness cannot be brought

on by vortices and it cannot explain the area law. Moreover, Pc[g\ approaches the
random distribution in a perimeter law fashion.
We mentioned before that the existence of any f j for integer representations will
bring on a correlation among F(U(Ci))~ W hat if we w oe to chose a function th at
has no integer representation coefficients? Let us focus on the center projection
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function. We have for SU(2):

Z(£0 = s ig n 'll) =

E

j=

«iXj(U)

1/2,3/2,...

where:
“i =

f

<*9s i g n Tr{g)xj(g)

For this function we have (in the strong coupling expansion):

<nz(£/(< y)> ~

and
U(Z(U(C<))) c= n jj-e — '*''1*)
t
t
and thus:
t

s

which tells us that Z(U(Ci)) fluctuate independently.
Thus, we see that it is only the center part of U(C{) that shows no correlation (in
the strong coupling limit). Moreover, the mechanism that brings this about has to
be somehow dependent on the number of dimensions in the lattice. Center vortices
seem to be the appropriate type of object to explain this behavior.
Now that we have a reason to pursue this type of object let us try to define it.
We know that they carry a center group element (—1 for SU(2)) and that they have
the topology of the vortices in Z(2) theory (they should be defined on a co-closed
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surface). We also know how to insert a vortex in the lattice: all we have to do
is to flip a certain number of links from

1

to

— 1

and we get a vortex structure.

However, the dynamics of a continuous group allows for a relaxation of the —1. In
Z{2) we could introduce only thin vortices (i.e. vortices that have the thickness of a
plaquette). If we had all the plaquettes positive then no Wilson loop was negative.
In 517(2) we can have all plaquettes positive and still have negative Wilson loops.
This is due to the continuous nature of the gauge group. The vortex can spread on
a number of plaquettes. This type of structures will be called thick vortices.
The thin structures cannot be responsible for confinement in the weak coupling
limit. They have basically the dynamics of the Z( 2 ) theory and they will (as in the
Z(2) case) depercolate for (3 high enough. The structures th at are believed to be
responsible for confinement are the thick vortices.
In this chapter we will present two methods to identifying vortices in SU(2)
gauge theory. They are both projection methods and differ only in the gauge fixing
method.

4.2

M axim um C enter G auge

The basic idea behind maximum center gauge is to define a method that brings
the gauge field to a smooth enough representation in which we can identify the
vortex structure. To understand the problem let’s try to see what happens when
we go to large values of /? (weak coupling limit). Since j3 is high we expect that the
plaquettes are very dose to 1 . However, we can still have Wilson loops (they have to
be large enough) that have values significantly different from 1 . We can have even
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negative values for certain Wilson loops. In the vortex picture this is due to the fact
that there is a center vortex piercing the loop. However, it is difficult to spot where
this piercing actually happens since the gauge configuration is quite noisy. There
are two sources of noise: one is the gauge freedom; we can have all the plaquettes
close to

1

and still have the link variables of any value. The second source of noise

is the ultraviolet quantum fluctuations.
The first source of noise can be eliminated by gauge fixing. This is exactly what
the projection methods use as a first step. The general idea is to find a gauge fixing
method that is blind to the center of the gauge group. We fix the link variables in
such a way that the 50(3) part is attenuated as much as possible and the remaining
Z(2) gauge transformations will be irrelevant since they are not going to affect the
vortex structure. Moreover, we leave the Z (2) part alone so that we can recover the
vortex structure.
To see how this procedure works imagine a Wilson loop that has the value —1.
By changing the gauge we cannot alter the value of the Wilson loop. However, after
a gauge transformation that is trying to maximize the absolute value of the trace
of the links it is most likely that this Wilson loop will have all links very close to 1
except for an odd number of links very close to —1 . The place that has the links
— 1

is very likely to be part of a vortex.
hi the maximum center gauge method we define the functional:

F(U) = E W I f , ) p
6
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(4.1)

We will try then to fix the gauge such that this functional is maximized under
gauge transformations. It is clear th at this procedure fixes the gauge only up to a
Z(2) gauge transformation since for any configuration 9U a Z(2) transform of this
configuration will produce the same value for the functional.
After we fixed the gauge we will try to get rid of the ultraviolet fluctuations
(short distance fluctuations). After gauge fixing most links are very close to center
elements ±1. However, they will not be exactly ± 1 . They will fluctuate around
these center elements. In the hope that the long distance fluctuations were picked
up by the gauge fixing procedure and locked into the center elements we can assume
that these link fluctuations are important only for short distance physics. We will
then get rid of them by doing a projection: we will replace the link value with the
center value that they are closest to:

Zb = signTr(t/&)

The resulting configuration will be a Z{2) configuration. Vortices are easy to iden
tify: they are made out of plaquettes that are negative on co-closed surfaces. They
will be called P-vortices. However, these are thin objects. The hope is th at these
thin structures will lie in the middle of thick vortices.
To understand the gauge fixing procedure better we use the following argument
[40]: let’s take two gauge configurations Ub and Vb. Using the standard metric on
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the 57/(2) manifold we can define a distance between Ub and Vb:

d(U, V) = £ * & ((% - V„)(Ub - Vk)*) = 2 £ ( T r( J ) ~ T*(Ut>V*))
6

b

where we used the fact that T r ^ V ^ ) = Tr(C/^Va) for Ub,Vb € 517(2). If we ask
the question what is the pure gauge configuration (zero field configuration) that is
closest in metric d to a particular configuration Ub we get:

i[U ,G ) = 2 ^ ( T r ( / ) - Tr(U ^G ^)) = 2 £ { T M /) - T r ^ t o ' ^ ' ] }
r tji

rtrft

= 2 E W / ) - Try/Mst+M = 2 E W C - T^'C®}
f£j»

where G is a pure gauge field generated from identity by the gauge transformation
g: Gx = 5 fr<7 j{+£- ^17^ is the gauge transformed configuration equivalent with U£.
We see that in order to minimize the distance d we have to maximize:

F{3'U) = ^ T r ( sV )
6

with respect to g. The next step that brings us closer to our problem is to ask what
is the configuration of the form:

Vi‘

(4-2)

that is closest to Ub (above we have

e Z (2)).

is a gauge configuration

equivalent with a Z(2) configuration. We can break this problem in two parts. First
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we try to determine g up to a residual Z(2) gauge transformation by using the
distance d defined in terms of the adjoint representation:

dA{U, V) =

- Vb)(Ub - Vb)']
b A

The advantage of using this representation is that the configurations like V look
like a pure gauge configuration in the adjoint representation. Since we solved this
problem we know that the solution for g will be given by maximizing:

F(*'U) = ^ T W tUb)
6

(4.3)

A

with respect to gauge transformation g. Since:

Tr(tf) = Tr ( £ / ) 2 -

1

maximizing F in equation (4.3) is equivalent to maximizing:

F{atU) =

Ub)2
6

Here we see that the gauge transformation needed to go to the maximum center
gauge is just the inverse of the gauge transformation g needed to define Vb in equation
(4.2).
Once we found g we are left with only one problem: determining

To find it

we wifi need to minimize each term of the sum over links. Thus we need to find the
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minimum of:

T * [M - 9*

%

-

S a Z U ^ n = 2(H-(/) - Tr(»’C/JZ»))

This is obviously minimized when TV(stC/£.Z£) is maximized which happens for:

= signTr(9t£/£)

This is exactly the projection step involved in defining the projected Z{ 2) configu
ration in the maximum center gauge. We see now that the configuration produced
by the maximum center gauge projection is that Z{2) configuration that is closest
to the family of configurations that are gauge equivalent with our original SU (2)
configuration.
In conclusion, this method associates a Z(2) configuration to an 517(2) con
figuration. The procedure is hard to control analytically: the gauge fixing is not a
problem since it doesn’t alter the physical content of the configuration; however, the
projection step involves approximations that cannot be estimated. The only way to
support such an approach is by empirical means. For example, one will chose an
observable that is supposed to depend on the long distance physics and check the
agreement between the values of the observable in the full theory and on the pro
jected configurations. If these values agree then we have reasons to believe that the
procedure is justified and, furthermore, that the values extracted from the projected
configurations for some other observables, that depend on the same physics, should
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Figure 4.2: Creutz Ratios x(f2, R) extracted from the projected configurations at
different values of 0. The solid lines represent the string tension in the full theory
[41, 10].
agree with the values computed in the full theory. Another test will be the scaling
of the observables measured on the projected configuration.
To see that this is indeed the case we will make a survey of the results obtained
using this method.
Survey o f R e su lts in M axim um C e n te r G auge
We say that an observable is center dominated if its value computed in the
projected configurations is consistent with the value computed in the full theory.
The first test of center domination was performed on the long range part of
the interquark potential [41, 10]. It was found that the string tension was center
dominated. The values of Creutz ratios extracted from the projected configurations
closely matched the values in the full theory (see Fig. 4.2). It was further found
th at the string tension scales as expected. Moreover, the string tension showed
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Figure 4.3: Wilson loop averages measured for even and odd loops. The numbers
are for fi = 2.3 [41, 10].
“precocious linearity”: the area law sets in much faster for projected configurations
than for the full theory. This property is assumed to be due to the projection step
where it is believed that we get rid of the short distance effects, hence less noise and
early set in of the asymptotic behavior.
A number of other tests have been performed to check the validity of the vortex
mechanism. For example the Wilson loop in the hill theory was tagged by the parity
of the number of vortices piercing it. We produce two bins: one with an even number
of trapped vortices and another one with an odd number of trapped vortices. The
averages for each bin will be denoted by: Wnen{C) and W*h(C). For C -* oo we
expect that:
c-K» WM (C)
if the vortex mechanism is right. This seems to be the case (see Fig. 4.3). We
remember th at this is a prerequisite for the argument used in the Z (2) gauge theory
for vortices to produce an area law. The value of the Wilson loop should
8 8
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Figure 4.4: Creutz Ratios for the Wilson loop with and without P-vortices [41,10].
the number of trapped vortices. There is also a decrease in the absolute value:

lim W^evenj0<u(C') =

0

L —fOO

but this decrease does not produce the area law. It is the fraction of even and odd
trapped vortices that is responsible for the area law. To see that this is indeed
the case another test was performed: we remove the vortex degree of freedom by
multiplying the Wilson loop in the full configuration with the one on the projected
configuration. We write:
W{C) = W [ C ){ -l)n
where n is the number of vortices trapped inside the loop C. We expect that the
average of this operator doesn't exhibit an area law if the vortex picture is right.
It was indeed observed that this operator doesn’t have an area law (see Fig. 4.4).
Other studies regarding long-distance physics using P-vortices were performed as
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well: finite temperature studies where the string tension of the spatial loops is
explained by the P-vortices running through the lattice in the time direction, and
the lack of string tension for loops in the space time direction is due to finite length
of the vortices in spatial directions; the phase transition was studied using P-vortices
and it was found to be a percolation-depercolation phase transition [36].
It seems that P-vortices do indeed signal the presence of a physical object that
is relevant for confinement. However, a number of problems plague this definition
for vortices.
The first problem with P-vortices is their lack of theoretical support. The pro
cedure is supported by numerical simulations but there are no analytical results
backing it up. The only arguments supporting P-vortices are numerical results. It
is hard to understand how P-vortices can pick up thick vortices in the lattice: if
the thick vortices are really spread over the lattice then by gauge fixing we cannot
alter them. It is in the process of projecting, the process that we have no means
to control (we cannot estimate the approximations introduced), that the signal is
picked up.
The second problem with P-vortices is due to “Gribov copies” [42] in the gauge
fixing process. From a technical point of view the maximal center gauge is found
using iterative methods. This methods try to maximize the functional (4.1) by
maximizing with respect to the gauge transformation at each site until a sweep
through the lattice doesn't change the gauge configuration too much. This methods
are bound to find local maxima rather than global one. However, this will not be a
problem if the results do not depend strongly on how close to the maximum you get.
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Figure 4.5: Interquark potential for the full Wilson loop ,517(2), the projected
Wilson loop using the regular gauge fixing procedure, Z(2), and the indirect one
that fixes first to Lorentz gauge, Lorentz Z(2). The measurements are performed
on a 124 lattice at P = 2.4 [44].
Unfortunately this is not the case. Studies [43] have showed that by refining the
method and getting closer to the global maximum the string tension extracted from
the projected configuration decreases significantly. One method involved generating
a number of gauge equivalent copies of the original configuration. Then a local
maximum was found for each copy. The one that had the highest value for the
function (4.1) was kept. This study found that the value of the string tension
decreased with the number of copies used.
More severely, a study by Kovacs and Tomboulis [44] showed that if you precon
dition the configurations by gauge fixing first to the Lorentz gauge and then going
to the maximum center gauge you lose the string tension completely (see Fig. 4.5).
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Another problem that P-vortices have is that they are unstable under cooling.
Cooling is a procedure that smooths out the gauge field (the simplest procedure
will be to replace each link with the value that maximizes the action locally). This
procedure is supposed to influence only the short distance physics. Measurements
of the string tension in the full theory have showed that after a small number of
cooling steps the string tension remains the same. Stack [45] has showed that after
one cooling step the string tension in the projected configuration loses half its value.
This is too big a change considering that the string tension is unchanged in the full
theory.
These last two problems raise serious questions about P-vortices. Since the center
dominance of the string tension is dependent on the way you choose to go to the
maximum center gauge one can argue that there is no true physics in these objects.
The successes of P-vortices seem to be a mere accident.
However, we cannot disregard the results obtained using P-vortices completely.
Even if they are poorly defined objects they seem to signal some physical structure
that matches our understanding of vortices. It is argued [46] that we can get the
same behavior even if we are not going to use the maximum center gauge. All we
have to use is a gauge fixing procedure that has the following properties:
• the gauge fixing depends only on the adjoint link variables
• the procedure fixes completely the gauge in the adjoint variables
• at weak coupling the gauge fixing transforms most of the link into values close
to the center of the group
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The problem with the maximum center gauge is to fix uniquely the gauge. Thus it
may be possible to find another gauge fixing method that fixes the gauge uniquely,
is easy to implement and obeys all the requirements above. In fact such a method
exists and we will present it in the next section.

4.3

L aplacian C enter G auge

We saw that the gauge fixing to maximum center gauge involved finding the
maximum of the functional (4.1). The main problem in implementing this condition
is due to non-linear nature of the problem. The maximum center gauge is equivalent
with the Landau gauge in the adjoint representation. The problem of fixing to
Landau gauge in the fundamental representation was solved in [47]. We present
here the solution without proving it. To find the gauge transformation to maximize
the functional:

F(‘U)

=
it,(i

we construct the covariant Laplace operator using the configuration U:

a **

= &;*,,»- E W W

+

This Laplacian is just the lattice discretization of the covariant Laplacian. This
operator acts on color fields, defined on the sites of the lattice, that transform in
the fundamental representation of the gauge group. Under a gauge transformation:
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U£ —►9U% = 9aUn9)i+ii the Laplacian changes:

&H,A

9&*,1ft = 9n^rt,rh9tii

Denote with <f>° the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the
Laplacian:
= A0<#i
rft

We see that under a gauge transformation the eigenvalues do not change and the
eigenvectors change covariantly:

E '■&«*'&=s*E
A

where 9<f>%=

9

A

=v*8

a<p%- To find the gauge rotation that maximizes F (9U) we need to

find the rotation that orients 9<f>° in the (0 , 0 , 1 ) direction at all sites.
Our problem is very similar. The only difference is that we need to replace the
fundamental representation with the adjoint representation. We then proceed to
define the Laplacian in the adjoint representation using:

U* = iT r[tro°C fV ]

where I/ *

6

si the m atrix in the adjoint representation for the group element U. We

define the Laplacian exactly like before only that we use the adjoint representation
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for the links:
= 8 i* * - £ ( « / # „ . / « l + f t V w )
/»
This Laplacian acts on a color field in the adjoint representation. This field has
three real components at each site. We find the eigenvector 0 AO corresponding to
minimal eigenvalue and make a gauge transformation that rotates this field in a
arbitrary chosen direction (for sake of definitiveness we will chose the third direc
tion). However, this doesn’t fix the gauge completely. There is a remnant U{ 1)
gauge transformation that rotates the field around the third axis. To fix this left
over gauge invariance we will pick a second eigenvector

(corresponding to the

second lowest eigenvalue of the Laplacian) and fix completely the gauge by rotating
the field such that the first eigenvector is along the third direction and the second
eigenvector lies in the plane given by the second and third directions in the color
space. This should fix the gauge completely except, of course, for a Z(2) gauge
transformation that is impossible to fix in the adjoint representation.
There are, however, places where degeneracies might occur. It may happen that
[0 ^°! = 0 at a certain site. The gauge rotation at that site is completely undefined.
The manifold of such places is one dimensional since there are three constraints to
obey

= <fr£° =

= 0). These defects will be identified with monopoles. We

are not interested in monopoles so will not pursue them here.
The other type of degeneracy that can occur is to have <f>AQ and

(^ A 1

parallel at

certain sites. There it is impossible to fix the remnant 17(1) degree of gauge freedom.
The manifold of such places is two dimensional since there are only two constraints
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in this case (|jrT = | i r = ||r)* We identify this type of degeneracy with vortices.
The advantage of this gauge fixing is that you have a linear problem to solve
in order to fix the gauge and thus the “Gribov copies” problem is solved. We will
say that a vortex passes through a site on the lattice when <i>A0 is parallel with
tpA1 at that site. Since we expect the vortices to pierce a plaquette some kind of
interpolation has to be employed. The only interpolation that preserves the idea of
closed vortices (coclosed surfaces) has been found [1 1 ] to be equivalent with taking
the center projection on the gauge configuration.
To sum up the step involved in this method we first fix the gauge using the
two eigenvectors of the Laplacian and then we do a regular center projection (Z& =
sign Tr(Ub)).
It has been shown that using this method we get an increase in the number of Pvortices. The string tension found in the projected configurations is consistent with
the one extracted from the full theory. Moreover, the removal of the P-vortices (by
multiplying the Wilson loop in the full theory with the Wilson loop in the projected
configuration) produces a zero string tension [48]. On the downside this method
seems to lack the scaling of the vortex density [49] and also the string tension is
recovered from relatively large loops (it doesn't exhibit the “precocious linearity” of
the maximum center gauge method).
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C hapter 5
Tom boulis M eth od
5.1

Introduction

We will present now a method that is substantially different from the methods
presented in the previous chapter. The main objection against the vortex defini
tions already presented is th at they involve a gauge fixing. Gauge fixing in itself is
not questionable as long as the results derived are gauge invariant. However, the
projection step depends on the gauge you choose and thus the entire procedure is
suspicious. We would prefer, if possible, to have a vortex definition th a t is gauge
invariant.
Such a definition has been put forth by Tomboulis [12,13]. The basic idea is to
split the 517(2) variables living on links into SU(2)/Z(2) variables living on links and
Z(2) variables living on plaquettes. This procedure is supported by the following
argument. In continuum the vortices are configurations of the gauge field. However,
since in continuum the field variables are valued in the Lie algebra su(2), rath er than
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the Lie group 527(2), there is no distinction between the pure 527(2)/Z (2) and SU(2)
gauge theory. For pure gauge theories in continuum the gauge group is SU(2)/Z(2)
rather than 527(2) since the fields are invariant under the center of the group.
Vortices, in continuum, will be topologically classified by 7 T1 (5 f/( 2 )/Z ( 2 )) = Z(2)
(the first homotopy group for 527(2)/Z(2)). We have seen this classification when
we first introduced th e ’t Hooft loop.
In a lattice gauge theory the variables are the group elements themselves. Thus
besides the SU (2)/Z(2) degrees of freedom we have excitations of the Z(2) degrees
of freedom. This excitations are thin (one plaquette across) and they are exactly
the vortices th at we've seen in the Z(2) gauge theory. However, for large value of (5
they are strongly suppressed and they “froze out” gradually as we go to continuum
lim it. Thus the lattice gauge theory becomes an 527(2)/Z(2) gauge theory as we
are approaching the continuum limit which is exactly what we expect. The only
objects left to disorder the Wilson loop in the weak coupling limit will be the thick
vortices which are the analog of the center vortices in the continuum.
It is then interesting to study such a formalism that removes the center of the
group from the link variables. We will follow here a variant of the standard derivation
[12, 13, 501-

5.2

D erivation

We will start by writing the usual Wilson action for 527(2):

Z = J n</U 6 e ^ Tr(^ )
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We will now separate for each plaquette the Z ( 2) part:

T)p = signTr(£/p)

We see th at rj s C 2 (A) where the group used to define the homology groups is
Z(2). We will use the Haar invariance of the measure on the group 517(2) under
the transformations £4 -* 7 *£4 where jt, € Z(2). We have then:

Z = f H d £ 4 e ^ |IV™

where we used the fact that

7

6

C l (A) and

generated on plaquettes by 7 . Since for every

7

^ 7

6

^

C 2 (A) is the configurations

6

C l (A) the relation above is true

we can write:

We introduce the variable a defined on plaquettes (a

6

C2(A)) to replace (9 7 ) 7 7 in

the exponent:

z = i c i W n6 <®i 76C‘(A)
£ <r€C*(
E A)
where the £ function is over the group C ^A ). It is different from zero only when
a{p) = dry{jp)‘q{p) for all p. We can write the 6 function (see Appendix):
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We perform now the summation over 7 :

E {t, d y}

=

7 € C ‘ (A )

E

7 €C*(A)

{d r ,7} =

I^L(A)|(J(5t)

The partition function will be:

|C7*(A)| -

6

<reca(A) r6C»(A)

We sum over r:

E

{ r,a lJ7 }<y(&r)=

r€C*(A)

£

rgS^CA)

foo--1*?} =

E

£

{«A<r- l *7}

a€ffa(A) p€Ba(A)

where we used the fact that if d r is zero (due to the 8 function) then r

6

Z?{A) (it

is a closed configuration). We also used the fact th at a closed configuration can be
written as the product between a member of the homology group and a member of
the boundary group. The sum over boundary configuration can be written as:

p € B a(A)

M

=

w

m

£

W l p€C*(A )

f m

since there are ^ (A )! configurations in C ^A ) th at have the same boundary p. We
write then:

E
reC^A)

{T,(T-lv}S{dr)

=

*

£

E

{adp,a~ lri}

a6ff*(A) p€C3(A)
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=

^

\*

W l a€ff*(A)p€C»(A)

•

v-'vl aeHS(A) p€C»(A)

ln}{dp,<r lv}

Summing everything up we write the partition function:

Z =

fIIrfC/6 Z

|C7*(A>f|29(A)| J b

o-6C»(A)

<y(9(a"177))e^»'|IV(0i,)kpa€H«(A)
E {a.a-1?/}

We see that there is no dependence on the sign of any particular link in the terms
summed above (all the terms are invariant under Ub —►—Ub) and then we can
restrict the integration to SU(2)/Z(2). We have:

Z =

|C72 (A )||2 3 (A)| J AA

<t6 C»(a)

oeff*(A)
(5.1)

where £7 denotes the equivalence class of U.
Having w ritten the partition function let us discuss the various terms in the
action. We first have an integration over Ub. This integration is unconstrained.
Then we have a summation over a. However, this summation is constrained by:

8{d{a lrj)) = J ! <*(<rc lVc)
c€A

where ae 1 and t)c are the products over all six faces of the cube c of a~l and rfp. We
see th at the <x variables have to obey the constraint <JC = rjc. These variables are
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associated with the thin (Z(2)) part of the theory. The

17

variables play a special

role th at will be disscused later. The ap variables describe a thin flux crossing the
plaquette p. This flux is conserved except for the places where crc = —1 . When
<rc = —1 we say th at we have a thin monopole on the cube C. This monopoles are
forced in by the SO (3) part of the theory since we sta rt with C/6, we compute rfp
and then we require a thin monopole where rjc = —1. From this respect these thin
monopoles can be viewed as thick monopoles two since they are produce by the Uf>
configuration.
The other constraint comes from the last term of the partition function (5.1):

53
a€H»(A)

This constraint require that {ct,<j~lT}} = 1 for all a € fT2(A). Now, the members of
if 2 (A) are the six planes wrapping around the lattice. This constraints then asserts
th at there should be no

flux running through the lattice.

We see that a~lT] forms a co-clo6 ed surface (since d(a~lrj) = fa) and thus it has
the topology of a vortex. The objects of this type are called hybrid vortices since
they are formed from patches of thin and thick vortices. This patches end up in a
co-closed monopole loop.
The

77

part can be moved anywhere in the lattice w ithout any cost in action.

They will still have to obey the constraint but other than th at they are free to move.
This moving actually amounts to nothing else but a change of representatives for
the classes U € SU (2)/Z(2). They appear in this

for m a lism

only to ensure th at
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operators defined in term s of % are well defined (they don’t depend on our choice
of representative). However, there are variables defined only in terms of 7 7 th at are
invariant under a change of representatives. As an example we have:

peac
This type of operators are meaningful. In fact the only operators th at involve

77

alone and are meaningfully are the ones defined on close surfaces. Those surfaces
that are boundary configurations can be written as a product over cube variables,
77

c, and since the a variables obey the constraint ac = ric we can express this type

of operators in terms of a variables. The same argument can be made for surfaces
wrapping around the lattice using the second constraint. Thus the only role for

77

variables is to make operators that depend on Ub well defined.

5.3

W ilson Loop and V ortex C ounters

We have seen in the previous section how to produce a formulation where the
527(2) variables are split in SU{2)/Z{2) and Z(2) parts. This new formalism has
the same partition function as the original form a lis m . The only thing left is to define
the operators in these new variables. Using the same steps as in the previous section
we can write he Wilson loop as:

Wc(M=■&bee
(]!ft)pes
n
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(5-2)

where S is any surface with dS — C. The product over link is understood to be
ordered. This operator represents the Wilson loop in our formulation in the sense
that:
(Wc(U))sU[ 2) = ( W c ( U , a))sO(3)xZ(2)

We will show latter th at it is not only the averages that are the same but also the
probability distribution is the same for any loop C and any value of p. The sign of
the Wilson loop is given by two parts:

NthickiS) = signTr( J J Ub) J J V,
bee

p€S

and
=

n v

p6S

Using this operators Tomboulis defines three types of vortices linking the Wilson
loop:
• Thin vortices when Naun(S) = —1 for all S with d S = C.
• Thick vortices when Nthiek{S) = —1 for all S with d S = C.
• Hybrid vortices when Nbybrid(S) = iVtAm(S)Nthick(S) =

— 1

for all S but

Nthm,thick have different signs for different surfaces.
These operators will be called vortex counters. They are only defined modulo 2. The
thin vortices will be highly suppressed for large P- They thin degrees of freedom
will form then only small patches in hybrid vortices.
*'
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La contrast with the projection methods these vortices are not well localized.
Also, they do not obey a Stokes theorem since we did not project the configuration
into an Abelian configuration. To detect vortices we use the Wilson loop and we
say th at when the sign flips we trapped a vortex inside. This ambiguity in defining
a location for a vortex is the main objection to this definition of vortices. However,
once you accept this definition the separation into thin and thick vortices appears
natural. By removing the spurious thin degrees of freedom from the sign of the
Wilson loop it is hoped th at we will have a better counter for thick vortices.
Among the three counters that are defined above it is only the hybrid counter
th at it is guaranteed by the theory to be the same for all surfaces chosen to span the
Wilson loop. The other two counters can change sign when we change the surface,
but always simultaneously, so that the hybrid counter is unchanged. It is actually
interesting to realize th at these counters will change sign when the volume defined
by the old surface and the new surface contains an odd number of monopoles. Since
the thin monopoles lie on top of cubes th at have rfe =

1

it is easy to see why the

counters change signs simultaneously. We can also see from here th at we cannot
talk of pure thin or thick vortices as long as we have at least one monopole in the
lattice. A more careful definition for pure vortices may be designed so th at they are
well defined even in the presence of monopoles th at are somehow disconnected or
far away. We will not attem pt such a definition here.
If we are to remove the monopoles then we are able to talk of pure

th in

and

thick vortices, h i such a theory it is be obvious th at the thin vortices will die down
(exactly like in the Z(2) gauge theory) with increasing j3. The

th in

vortices will
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depercolate a t around twice the value of 0e hi Z(2). However, we know th at by
removing the thin monopoles we do not change the value of the string tension. It is
only the behavior if th e ’t Hooft loop that will be changed. The thick vortices that
are the only one left to disorder the Wilson loop. In the next section we will present
an algorithm th at will help us investigate these ideas numerically.

5 .4

A ltern ative D efinition

Tomboulis formulation, in the form presented above, is very cumbersome to im
plement numerically. The problem is the constraint on the a variables. To generate
configurations randomly and then check the constraints is very inefficient. We have
showed [50, 51, 52, 53] that the constraints in the a variables can be satisfied very
easily if we cast the expression (5.1) in the form:

Z = const x f H d U b £
&
<t-lrj6 D
where the constraints are defined by set V . If we are able to find a suitable definition
for V then we might me able to simulate this system numerically. The “constraint”
definition for X> can be read of from the partition function (5.1):

V = {a e C \A )\6(8a) = 1 and

{ a ,0} # 0}

£
A)

This definition is obviously not useful for numerical simulations. We will show now
how to find a more useful definition. The first constraint asserts th at a = a~lrj is
a co-closed configuration. Thus its image on the dual lattice is going to be a close
106
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configuration. Thus any configuration in a

6

T> can be written as a = *~lp where

p € Z 3(A*) the set of all two dimensional closed configurations on the dual lattice.
If a has such a form the first constraint is automatically obeyed. However there is
a second constraint to obey:

H[a}=

{*,13}? 0.

£
A)

To see the effect of this additional constraint we write down the general for, for
p G Z 2 (A*). Since it is a closed configuration it can always be w ritten as the
product between a boundary configuration and a configuration in the homology
group. Thus we have p = t j with r € B 2(Am) and

H[a] =
=

# [* -1(t7)] =

06ff*(A)

7

6

{*- l (r 7)>£} =

H 2(A*). We have then:

J2 (r >
0€ff*(A)

*0}

S
{7,*0} = &[*~17]
SefPfA)

where we used the fact that r is a boundary configuration and thus:

{r, *0} = {dir, *0} =

since 0

6

i f 2 (A) and thus 60 =

only on the

7

0 2

{1

t ,6 * 0 } = {tt, *(60)} =

1

- We see then th at the second constraint acts

part of p. In fact since 7

6

H 2(A*) we have:

f
0
7
#^*
H[*~' 7 ] = {
l|H »(A *)| y = <h
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Since for every co-plane *- 1 7 o # <fa wrapped around the lattice there is a plane fa €
H 2(A) such th at they have only one plaquette in common so th at {*- l 7 o»A>} =
and thus H[*~l7 0 ] = 0.
We see then th at any element a

V can be written as a = *~lp where p is

6

not only a closed configuration but also a boundary configuration (since its homotopically equivalent with the identity ^ 2 ). Thus the set V is the image under
duality transformation of the set £ 2 (A*), the set of all two dimensional boundary
configuration. The constant factor in our partition function is:

liP M C T A )!
|C»(A)||2*(A)|

1

1

|B»(A*)|

\V\

and we can write the partition function:

Z = /n < ® i4 E
b
a-'neD

(5.3)

where V = *- l £ 2 (A*).
This set is easy to generate numerically. Since all configurations are images of
two dimensional boundary configurations we can generate it by talcing the three
dimensional configurations on the dual lattice and multiply their boundaries and
transport this product on the direct lattice. More practically we can take the images
of the three dimensional configurations on the dual lattice which are actually the one
dimensional configurations on the direct lattice. We will then take the coboundary
of link configurations to define the set Z>. The smallest such configuration is the one
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generated by a link b. We call it a star transformation. We can write it explidtely
as:
' 1

p &db

<*b(p) =
- 1

pedb

All the products of generated by such star transformations will be included in V .
Moreover, they will cover completely the set. Thus we have a “constructive” defi
nition for the set 2? which allows us to implement it numerically. The algorithm is
the following:
• Do a regular SU( 2 ) simulation to thermalize the lattice.
• Compute 7 7 and then put a on top of 7 7 so that a~lT) = fa

6

V.

• Do a 517(2) update and for every changed rj change the corresponding a.
• Do a Z (2) update th at is realized by changing all six a's on the plaquettes
surrounding a link at once.
• Repeat the last two steps as many tim e as possible.
The first step ensures th at we have a thermalized lattice in terms of (/&. The second
step sets a such the constraint is obeyed. The third step update the Ub variables.
The forth step allows 7 7 and a to drift apart but keeps the constraint obeyed. Fur
thermore, it will generate all possible configurations if you run it indefinitely.
This algorithm generates full SU (2)/Z(2) x Z{2) configurations. We can use
it to measure the vortex counters and various products of the Wilson loop with
vortex counters, h i a latter section we will present numerical results produced with
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this algorithm . However, there are certain operators th at are defined in the SU(2)
formulation th a t are difficult, if not impossible, to measure using this method. Of
special interest for us is the P-vortex counter that is defined on SU{2 ) configurations.
In the next section we will show how to measure the Tomboulis vortex counters on
regular SU(2) configurations which will allow us to compare them with P-vortices.

5.5

T om boulis V ortex C ounters in SU(2) T heory

In trying to compare the vortex counters as defined by Tomboulis with P-vortices
on a particular configuration we are faced with the following problem: Tomboulis
vortices are defined on an SU(2)/Z(2) x Z(2) configuration whereas the P-vortices
are defined on an 51/(2) configuration. An one-to-one mapping between these two
sets of configurations is not possible since the configuration space for Tomboulis
variables is bigger that the set of 517(2) configurations. We can, of course, define
an arbitrary mapping between these two sets but this will be useless unless this
mapping maps one configuration into a physically equivalent configuration. Defining
this equivalence is not a trivial task.
Another way to impose this requirement is to ask th at two operators th at are
equivalent, for example the Wilson loop in the regular 51/(2) formulation and the
Wilson loop defined in Tomboulis formulation (5.2), respond identically on these
equivalent configurations. The problem is then defining equivalent operators. La
fact, as soon as we have defined what equivalent operators are, we no longer need
this mapping since we can use the equivalent operator for the vortex counters directly
on the 517(2) configurations.
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For the Wilson loop Tomboulis has shown th at the average of the Wilson loop
can be reproduced exactly if we use the operator:

wT(u, <r)=ivn
t/tn m
ec pes
6

=wW{u)pes
n (>W

where the subscript T stands for the 5 0(3 ) x Z(2) formulation and W for the SU(2)
formulation. These operators have not only the averages equal but also any function
of these operators will have the same average. To see this we write:

\

</(»% )) =

J

Z
I

}(W T{ U ,a ] ) e ^ - 'TTa' 1’ ’
I <n)€^

l ! DUW \ ^

=

I

I V T jtV

n W w (.U)<rs ns)ei ' ^

where we have written | TrC/p| = Tr Up7ip. We notice th at a and
<t t )

combination. Thus we can make a change of variables r =

W
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Due to the fact th at r
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any more we can write:

D lff(W w (U)TS) J Z . Tra’T’

V we can always find a configuration

7 5

E C l (A) such

th at (dy)(p) = rp and we make the change of variable: £/&—►7 6 % . Using the Haar
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invariance over 517(2) we can write:

< /m > = j^ |

/ DUf(.Ww (U)

Since # 7 (p) = rp we have:

</W r)>

=
=

£

|/w /( W V ( C O ) e f

i4 ^ ( /( W V ) > = </(W »'))
1^1 rez>

for any function / . We see then that the operators Ww and Wt are equivalent in the
sense th at we can measure the average (/(W r)) on a regular SU{2) configuration
using /(W w ). Moreover, we can show in a similar fashion, th at any product of
Wilson operators: f i( W ^ 1) •... • /» (W rB) is equivalent with /i(W w ) *... • /n(Ww*).
Thus we see that we can use Ww in the original 517(2) formulation as an equivalent
for the operator Wt defined in the 5 0 (3 ) x 5(2) formulation. These operators
produce the same averages for all possible products and functions defined on them.
This property has been used to transport operators from the regular 517(2) the
ory to Tomboulis formulation. We will use this property here to find the equivalent
for the Tomboulis vortex counters in the regular 517(2) theory.
The hybrid counter, N’hybndy is defined as:

^hybrid = sign ('I t ( n Uh J I f W p 1 J = sign(W r)
V

\ 6€C

/ pSs

J
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Since sgn(W r) is ju st a function of Wt we can define the hybrid counter in SU(2 )
to be:
N gSS, = sign(W i,)
For the thin counter we notice that:

<Tp1 =

= sign Tr C/pTTpCTp1 = sign(Tr [/p7 ^ a “ l)

The last term is ju st the sign of the smallest Wilson loop in Tomboulis formulation.
We can then define:
(^-1)^(2) _ sign Tr Up

and then the thin vortex counter in 517(2) becomes:

iv2s, =pes
n (0 OTm=n^'1
^
pes
Here we used the fact that not only functions of W produce the same averages but
also the products of different Wilson loops.
For the thick counter we have to use the fact that Nthirk = Nhybrid. x Nthin and
we write:

A ® « A ® x

= d gDf n n to i) x
\6 € C

/

p€S

We have now the equivalent vortex counters in the 517(2) formulation of the
theory. We can use them to compute averages using the regular alg o r ith m s for 517(2)
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Figure 5.1: Fraction of Wilson loops trapping an even number of vortices inside.
or, more interestingly, to compare the signal that the Tomboulis vortex counters
produce with the signal produced by other vortex counters, in particular, the Pvortex counters. In the next section we will present the result of the numerical
investigations.

5.6

N um erical R esu lts

The definition of Tomboulis vortex counters in section 5.4 is difficult to imple
ment numerically due to the fact th at it is very time consuming to generate all
possible surfaces th at tile a particular Wilson loop. Moreover, in a configuration
that has monopoles pure vortex counters are difficult to define (according to the
definition in section 5.4 all vortices will be hybrid). Due to these problems we used
only the minimal surface to define the vortex counters. If the vortex counter is
— 1

for the minimal surface we say th at we trapped a vortex inside th at particular

Wilson loop.
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Figure 5.2: String tension for the full Wilson loop and the tagged Wilson loops.
T agged W ilso n Loops
We first looked at the density of vortices in a typical configuration. A t 0 = 2.3
we see from Fig. 5.1, where we plotted the fraction of Wilson loops th at produce
a positive vortex counter, that thick and hybrid vortices are more dense th at the
projection vortices which in turn are more dense than the thin vortices. All fractions
converge to 50% in the large loop lim it. This is a necessary condition for the vortices
to disorder the Wilson loop. The thick and hybrid vortex density are almost the
same. This would suggest th at the thick and hybrid counters are closely related.
This would be good since we expect the hybrid counter to follow closely the signal
produced by the Wilson loop.
A logical next step was to look a t the string tension of the “tagged” Wilson
loops. Using a vortex counter we measure the average of only those Wilson loops
th at produce a positive signal for this vortex counter. Thus we do not include in the
average process the Wilson loops th at have a —1 vortex counter. By doing this we
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effectively remove the disordering mechanism associated with th at particular vortex
type. If th at particular vortex is relevant for confinement we expect th a t the tagged
Wilson loop will show a smaller string tension or even no string tension at all.
In Fig. 5.2 we plotted the logarithmic derivative (—tagged Wilson loops at

) of the

= 2.3. The logarithmic derivative should converge to the

string tension in the large area lim it. We see from the picture that the Wilson loop
tagged by the hybrid vortex has no area law. This is expected since we know th at
the hybrid counter is kinematically connected with the full Wilson loop (we will see
numerical evidence of this fact a little later).
The Wilson loop tagged by the thin vortex has almost the same string tension
as the full Wilson loop. This shows th at the thin vortices are indeed irrelevant for
confinement.
The unexpected result is the fact th at the Wilson loop tagged by thick vortices
shows an area law behavior. We expected to lose the string tension when we removed
the thick degrees of freedom. The only available mechanism left to disorder the
Wilson loop is the thin vortices which we believe to generate, at best, an area law.
However, since our counters are defined only on minimal area the hybrid vortices
that happen to be thin when they intersect the minimal are can provide an area
law. We believe th at this string tension is due to these thin patches th at form the
hybrid vortices. We also see th at the thick vortices are relevant for confinement
since by tagging them we lost some of the string tension. The area law behavior for
the Wilson loop tagged by thick vortices is our first indication that although the
thick and hybrid vortices have almost the same densities their dynamics is Hiffomnt
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To understand better the behavior of different vortex counters we looked at the
potentials generated by them.
V o rtex P o te n tia ls
To extract the vortex potentials we measured the Wilson loops and vortex coun
ters a t 0 = 2.3,2.4,2.5 on a 22 x 143 lattice. The number of configuration used
are 3000, 1000 and 1228 for 0 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. The configurations are
thermalized using 1000 updates and the measurements are separated by 40 updates.
The acceptance was calibrated to be around 50%.
The potential is extracted from the average values of the Wilson loop and vortex
counters:
V c o u n te r iR )

=

-

Km i I n ^ ^ W

^ , T))>

where Neottnter(W (R ,T )) is the counter signal for that particular Wilson loop (it
can only assume values of ±1). We use this potentials because we believe th at the
remaining part of the Wilson loop is not going to affect the long distance physics.
To determine the potential for a particular R we use Wilson loops W (R ,T ) and an
array of T ’s th at are large enough for the exponential behavior to set in and do a fit
with an exponential in T ’s. In Fig. 5.3 we show the various potentials for different
values of 0.
The first thing we notice is that, as we mentioned before, the hybrid counter
produces the same potential as the full potential. This is due to the fact th at the
sign function, as mentioned in a previous chapter, has a character expansion th at
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Figure 5.3: Vortex potentials in lattice units a t 0 2.3 (top), 2.4 (middle), 2.5 (bot
tom ).
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has only semi-integer components:

sign(Tr(£/)) =

£
<hXj{U)
j=1 /2 ,3 /2 ,...

Since Xj(W(.A)) for j > 3/2 decays faster with area A that Tr(W (A)), for big enough
Wilson loops we have Tr(W ) ~ cL/ 2 signTr(W ). Thus the potentials generated by
the full Wilson loop and the hybrid counter are the same. This was first noticed by
Kovacs and Tomboulis [13].
We also see th at the potential generated by the thick counter differs substantially
from the frill potential. This is contrary to our expectations since we expected that
the thick counter will behave approodmatively as the hybrid counter. We will show
that this is a consequence of the existence of thin patches in ^ ie hybrid vortices.
We first notice th at the thin counter produces a very clear string tension. This
agrees with our observation of the string tension in the Wilson loop tagged by thick
vortices (the string tension there was roughly 1.1 where the string tension a t 0 = 2.3
extracted from thin potential is 1.043(1)). The im portant question is whether
string tension goes away as we approach the continuum

th is

lim it.

To determine the behavior in the continuum lim it we need to see if these poten
tials scale. The first thing we need to do is to calibrate the lattice using the string
tension of the Wilson loop. The string tension is determined using by fitting the
data with the function:
V (r) = a r — - + V0
T
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where a is the string tension, e /r represents the Coulomb part of th e potential at
short distances and Vo is a self-energy, a and e are expected to scale whereas Vo
which depends strongly on the cut-off is not expected to scale. Using the physical
value of the string tension a = (440MeV)2 we determine the lattice spacing. The
results are in the Table 5.1. It is obvious th at e scales and V0 doesn’t.

0
2.3
2.4
2.5

Table 5.1: String tension and attice spacing.
a [lattice units lattice spacing [fin e [natural units
0.157(14)
0.177(8)
0.193(25)
0.083(10)
0.129(8)
0.217(24)
0.043(1)
0.093(2)
0.211(3)

V0 [GeV]
0.51(11)
0.78(20)
1.07(6)

To get an idea of the scaling characteristics we show the scaled plot of the full
potential. In Fig. 5.4 we plot

with a the lattice spacing for different values

of p. We see that the full potential scales as expected.
In Fig. 5.5 we present the scaling graphs for the potentials extracted using the
vortex counters. We see th at the hybrid potential scales since it follows exactly the
full potential.
On the other hand the thin and thick potentials do not scale. Moreover, we
see from these plots th at the thin potential increases in physical unit rather that
vanishing. Thus the potential produced by thin patches, although not relevant for
confinement, cannot be disregarded. The fact that the string tension due to the
thin patches doesn’t vanish as we approach continuum lim it is also producing a
non-scaling behavior for our thick potential. To see this we write down the hybrid
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Figure 5.4: Adjusted potential V —V0 extracted from the full Wilson loop for different
values of p. The solid line represents a fit with a potential of the form V(r) = o r —*.
counter:
Nhybrid — N th in X Nfhiek

If the thin and thick counters were completely uncorrelated then we would expect
that:
(IVhybrid ) ~ { ^ th in ) X {N th ick}

Since we know now th at (JVtA*n) ~ e-<rA with increasing o (in physical units) as
we approach the continuum lim it the hybrid vortex will also have a non-physical
string tension. However, we know that the hybrid potential scales properly (since
it behaves exactly like the full potential) and thus the thin and thick counters
cannot be uncorrelated. The correlation comes from the hybrid vortices since our
counters measure the signal only on the minimal surface. A hybrid vortex will then
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(bottom ). The line in the hybrid plot represents a fit.
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produce a thin or thick signal depending on how it pierces the minimal surface.
Thus both our thin counter and the thick counter will include extraneous signals
due to hybrid vortices. Since we believe th at the pure thin vortices cannot produce
any string tension as we approach the continuum limit we are led to believe th at the
string tension th at we see in the thin counters is due to these hybrid vortices (more
precisely the thin patches in the hybrid vortices). These vortices are the reason for
the correlation of our thin and thick counters and they also introduce an extraneous
string tension in our thick potential.
In order to see the properties of the pure thick vortices we will need then to
remove the contribution due to the hybrid vortices. One way to do it, if the above
reasoning is true, is by subtracting the thin potential out of the thick potential. In
Fig. 5.6 we plot the potentials difference. We see th at apart from a constant the full
potential and difference of the thick and thin potentials are the same. The string
tension recovered from the scaling graph is the same within the error bars with the
full string tension.
To sum up we have seen th at the potential generated by the hybrid vortex
matches the fall potential. We’ve also seen th at the thick and thin potentials don’t
scale. The surprising part was that the string tension in the thin potential doesn’t
vanish. On the contrary it increases as we approach the continuum lim it. We’ve
argued th at this is due to thin patches detected by our simplified thin counter and
this induces an non-scaling behavior in our thick potential. If we elim inate the extra
thick patches from our thick counter by subtracting the thin potential out of the
thick potential we get a potential th at scales properly and mathces the full potential.
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To see th at this is indeed the potential due to pure thick vortices a more careful
analysis is required. We need to find first a definition for pure thick vortices th at
works in a general configuration (even in one that includes monopoles). Using this
vortex counter is then possible to decide if the thick vortices are indeed generating
the full potential (or at least the string tension). A different approach is to use the
definition th at we have now but generate configurations th at have no monopoles. In
such configurations we have only pure thin and thick vortices. It is very likely th at
in such an approach th at the thick potential will be identical with the full potential
(at least at large distances) since we expect that the pure thin vortices produce at
best a perim eter law. The problem with this approach is that we are changing the
dynamics of the system by forbidding the monopoles.
V o rtex C om parison
The Tomboulis definition for vortices is appealing since it is a gauge invariant
definition. These vortices seem to produce the right physics but they are hard to
localize on a lattice. Projection vortices, on the other hand, are easy to localize but
are not gauge invariant.
It is interesting to see if these two definitions agree. To see if there is ah agreement
we can look a t the dynamical features like string tension etc. However, we don’t see
too much of a difference at this level. The basic reason is that these theories were
designed to produce the string tension of the full theory. A more meaningful way to
compare these definitions will be to compare the response of these vortex counters
on the same configurations. We will try to do this in this section.
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A first method will be to take a thermalized SU (2) gauge configuration and
project it. We will measure then the Tomboulis counters on the original gauge
configuration and the P-vortex counter on the projected configuration. We will
count only the fraction of loops of a certain size th at produce negative signal:

fcounter — (g

^counter))

where the counter can be thin, thick, hybrid or projection. We will then measure
the coincidence between the projection counter and one of the Tomboulis counter.
This will measure the fraction of Wilson loops of a certain size th at has both the
projection counter and that particular Tomboulis counter negative:

Pcounter — ^ 2 ^

^projection) * ^ ( l

^counter))

where the counter can be thin, thick or hybrid. If the vortices are completely
uncorrelated then:

Pcounter —

^projection)} *

(1

^counter)} — fprojection * Scounter

If they are completely correlated then:

Pcounter — min{ fprojcction, / counter}

These are th e bounds th a t on the coincidence counter. If the Pcounter approaches
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the lower bound fproj x / counter then the vortex counters are uncorrelated and we
conclude th at the physics th at generates the counters is different. If the coincidence
counter is closer to the upper bound then we conclude that the counters detect the
same structures.
The results are presented in Pig. 5.7. We see that the counters show no correla
tion. We are led to believe that the P-vortices and Tomboulis vortices are different
objects. However, there is another possibility. The P-vortices are defined using a
projection. As we mentioned before, the projection procedure can produce different
results for gauge equivalent configurations. The argument is th at when we have a
thick vortex the projection produces a P-vortex somewhere inside the core of the
thick vortex. However, this P-vortex can be anywhere inside the thick core depend
ing on the gauge copy we used. Thus the P-vortices may oscillate and the correlation
signal might be lost due to vortices very close to the perimeter.
In order to take into account this oscillation we took a SU{2) gauge configuration,
created 100 gauge copies of it and then we projected each copy. We used these 100
projected configurations to define an average P-vortex counter. For a particular
Wilson loop, a t a certain position in the lattice we take the sum of the P-vortex
signals in all 100 configurations. We then say th at we have a negative P-vortex
trapped if this sum is negative. This counter is going to pick up those loops th at
are negative in most of the projected configurations. If there is a perim eter effect
we expect this procedure to cancel it.
h i Fig. 5.8 we present the results. We showed both the upper and the lower
bound for pcounter- Although the correlation is now a little farther from the lower
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bound there is still no convincing evidence th at even these modified P-vortices are
correlated with the Tomboulis vortices. Moreover, the density of these P-vortices is
even lower than the density of the real P-vortices which was already a lot smaller th at
the density of Tomboulis vortices. It is then difficult to see how it is possible that
both P-vortices and the Tomboulis vortices are generated by the same structure.
The only conclusion th at we can draw is that these are fundamentally different
objects.
We expected the P-vortices to show a correlation at least with the hybrid counter.
The hybrid counter is nothing more than the sign of the Wilson loop. The P-vortex
counter is the sign of the Wilson loop in the projected configuration. If we are
to believe th at by projection we only loose perimeter related information then we
expect to see some correlation between the P-vortices and hybrid counter. Our
simulations show th at they are almost uncorrelated.
It is still possible that the perimeter effect is producing this uncorrelation. How
ever it is rather difficult to find a way to get rid of it especially since we are inter
ested in comparing the response of the vortex counters on a particular configurations
rather th at on an ansamble of such configurations. This issue remains to be settled.
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C onclusions
In this dissertation we have shown how to implement numerically the Tomboulis
formulation. We have presented an algorithm that generates SU(2)/Z(2) x Z(2)
configurations and we described how the boundary conditions restrict the config
uration space. Using this method we verified numerically the ideas behind the
Tomboulis formulation.
We presented evidence that the thick vortices are connected with the confine
ment. We have seen th at by removing the thick vortices the only string tension left
is th at due to thin patches. The thin patches seem to be irrelevant for confinement.
Using tagging we removed the thin patches and we’ve seen th at the string tension
remains the same. However, the thin patches are producing a string tension that
cannot be completely disregarded. We have shown how these patches can affect
both the thin and thick vortex counters. To completely settle the issue we need a
definition for pure vortices th at will work even in the presence of monopoles.
A different method was also presented th at enabled us to measure the vortex
counters defined by Tomboulis directly on regular SU( 2 ) configurations. We used
this method to compare the signal generated by Tomboulis vortex counters w ith the
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ones generated by P-vortices. Although the results are not definitive refinements of
the coincidence method can be used to see if the P-vortices and Tomboulis vortices
are describing the same physics. We have presented evidence that support the idea
th at they are not correlated. Moreover, this method can be used to investigate the
properties of Tomboulis formulation using the simpler SU{2) algorithms.
The duality of the Z2 theory is well known. However, we were able to use the
idea of vortices to put some limits on the critical point of the theory. We have shown
there how to use the vortex mechanism to get the behavior of th e ’t Hooft loop in
the weak coupling lim it. We have checked that the string tension of t h e ’t Hooft
computed in the first order using the vortex mechanism corresponds to the string
tension deduced using the strong coupling expansion for the Wilson loop and the
duality transformations.
All the numerical work presented here was done for 517(2). The generalization of
this work to SU{3) is straightforward. However, we do not expect qualitatively new
results to come out of a study of Tomboulis vortices in 517(3). A study into finding
a proper definition of pure thick and thin vortices on a configuration containing
monopoles seems more interesting. Also, a study of thin vortices on configurations
where monopoles are forbidden seems worthwhile. We believe that they will vanish
in the continuum lim it but this needs to be proved.
The vortex mechanism of confinement was presented in the text. However, no
attem pt was made to exhibit the vortices directly. All the evidence we presented
supports the idea of vortices, but only indirectly. W hether the vortices have a
physical existence or are mere mathematical devices is still an open question. The
132
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P-vortices cannot be used to address this question since they create these vortex
structures by fiat. The Tomboulis definition of vortices is more suitable since it
doesn’t start with any bias toward a vortex topology. Unfortunately, all the tests
that we have performed [54] using Tomboulis definition of vortex counters do not
exhibit any vortex structure embedded in gauge field.
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A p p en d ix
A .l

N o ta tio n

We will denote with A the lattice in four dimensions:

A = {(«!,7 1 2 , 7 1 3 , 7 1 4 ) In* 6 Z Ni}

where Z Ni is the set of integers modulo Nj. The elements of the lattice will be
denoted with s for site, b for bonds or links, p for plaquettes, c for cubes and h for
hypercubes. Sometimes we will use a more general notation cr to denote a cell of
rank r in the lattice: c° for s, c1 for b, c2 for p, c3 for c and c4 for h. A cell of rank r
is denoted by its position in the lattice (7 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 7 1 3 , 7 1 4 ) and its direction (it, i2, —>ir)
where i*

6

(1 ,2,3 ,4 }. When necessary we will indicate a cell by its direction and

position: (cr)J,11’in^ns,a»- We will require th at in indicating a direction we order the
indices i* < i*+i so th at we have a unique way of referring to an element in the
lattice. We will sometimes denote with Ar the set of all <f cells in the lattice. The
volume of the lattice will be denoted by Na or |A|. We will always use |A[ to denote
the number of elements in the set A.
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A.2

Dual Lattice

For every lattice:
A = {(71^7*2,713,714)171* 6 ZNi}
we can define a dual lattice:

A* = {(711,712,713,7*4)|7»i € Z Ni}

The dual lattice has the same size as the original lattice and we will define an one
to one mapping between the r-cells in the original lattice and the 4 —r-cells in the
dual lattice. Let (OnVi'.’.’jrU be an r-cell in the original lattice; define the mapping:

* :A r ->A*r
*

fc rV*’"M*r
'

= (c4~ r )j u " ' j4~r

( n i ^ t 2 i^ 3 ,n < ) + i [ + - - + t r

where j t, ...,.7‘4 - r € {1,2,3,4} with j i ,...,j 4 - r being the complement to i i , v in
the set {1,2,3,4} (i.e. f o r ti,i 2 = 1,3 we have j i , j 2 = 2,4). Also ji denotes the unit
vector in the direction j,-. To understand the mapping better we will give a couple
of examples:
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*(^-iooo) — C1000

*(^0 - 1 0 0 ) = *1 ) 1 0 0

This mapping is one-to-one so it has an inverse. It is easy to write down the
inverse *~l .
It is interesting to note th at this mapping preserves the idea of neighborhood:
cells th at are neighbors on the original lattice are mapped into neighbors on the
dual lattice. For example the cells {&oooo>^oooo>^-looo> ^0 - 1 0 0 0 }

8X 6

surrounding the

plaquette Pqooo. On the dual lattice the plaquette piiJjo which is the image of Pww
is the common face of the cubes {c*^q, Cqiqq, c*^q, Cq{qq} which are the images of the
links surrounding the plaquette.
In the text we will denote with c* the cells in the dual lattice A*. To get a
pictorial idea of this dual mapping we can imagine the dual lattice superimposed
on the direct lattice but shifted with | in all four directions. Then the mapping
will associate to a <f cell in a direct lattice the c*4_r cell in the dual lattice that
intersects the original cf cell.
In order to implement the ideas of orientation and boundary we will have to use
the Z( N) groups. We will take now a quick look a t the Z(N) groups.

A .3

T he Z{ N) G roups

We will use two equivalent notations for the Z( N) group: the additive notation
where the elements of the group are seen as members of the Z N, the additive group
of integers modulo N. For a,b & Z s their sum will be understood modulo N.
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The other notation will be multiplicative where the elements of Z{N) are seen as
the roots of the equation z N = 1. They will be z* = e*&n where n € { 0 , 1 , N —1}.
The connection between the two notations is given by n

e,w‘Tl. We will use the

multiplicative notation most of the time.
The group Z( N) has N irreducible representations. Since the group is Abelian
all its irreducible representations are one dimensional. Using the multiplicative
notation we write the characters in the irreducible representations as:

Xk(U) =

uk

for U 6 Z( N) and k 6 {0,1,..., N —1}. k will be called the n-ality of the represen
tation. All class functions have a character expansion:

k

k

We see th at for the Z( N) group this is nothing more than a Fourier transformation.

A .4

T h e H om ology G roups for th e L attice

To define the Z( N) homology groups [55] for the lattice we will first define the
simplexes. Let’s take a particular Z(N) and define for every cell cj the function:

*cs
•* 5 (0

: Ar -)• Z{N)
' i
e
=

<

e*^

(? = (%
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These functions will be called simplexes. The set of all simplexes of rank r generate
the group C ^A ) of all functions defined on Ar with value in Z(N):

C7(A) = { / |/ : A

Z(N)}

This group has the following multiplicative law. Let / , g 6 ( ? ( A) and define:

for all cells <? € Ar. It is easy to see that the rank r simplexes generate all the
elements of this group since we can write for any / 6 C ^A ):

/ = c'eA*II < (/(Cr))

(A-4)

where n ( f ( c ) ) is the additive notation for /(c r) € Z(N).
We will identify the r-cells <? with the simplexes s

throughout the text. We

will denote the simplex s& for (cr)Jf1,'“’*r with (sr)^l’'",*r .
Now we define the action of the boundary operator on a simplex:

fc=i

fc=i

+u

where the hat denotes a missing index and u is the unit vector in the i* direction.
It is not very clear why the boundary operator is defined this way but if we look at
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the equivalent definition in the additive notation things will become dearer:

*=i

*=i

To darify things even further we will show a couple of examples:

d ( s l )n = ~ 4 + 4 + ?

d(°2)% = - ( s % + ( s % + ( s % +T- ( s % + j ^

dbn =

^

+ s n+i

= - £ + £ + 4^ - 6^

Returning to the multiplicative notation we see that the boundary of sr € C ^A )
is a product of simplexes in C -1 ^ ) . We can extend now the boundary operator to
act on all elements of C’XA) by requiring it to be an homomorphism. Let / 6 C’XA)
where / is written as a product of simplexes as in (A.4). Then we define:

df=

I I (dscOn(/(cr»
c'-eA*-

Then the boundary operator defined above is a homomorphism from the group
C (A ) to the group C '^ A ) . A very im portant property of this homomorphism is
that:
d(df)=<f>r-2
for all / 6 Cr(A). <f>r is the identity element in the group C (A ) (it has the value
1 (0) on all cells (f in the multiplicative (additive) notation). Using this boundary
operator and the dual lattice we «m define the co-boundary operator. To see this
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take a simplex sT in the direct lattice. Take the 4 —r-simplex s*4-r on the dual
lattice associated with sr . (The dual of a simplex is the function that is different
from identity only on the dual cell. On that cell it has the same value as the simplex
on original cell.) Take the boundary on the dual lattice of this cell ds*4-r and
then map back this boundary on the original lattice. This will be our co-boundary
operator. More specifically:
d f = *~ld * f
for all / € Cr (A). The * operator maps an element of C’XA) in an element C4-r(A*):

( * / ) ( c * ' r) = / ( * - lc:*4- r)

We see now th at the co-boundary operator is a homeomorphism from C^A ) to
Cr~l (A). It has a very im portant property:

d(df) = 4>r+2

for all / 6 CT{A).
Now th at we have defined the boundary operators and the configuration groups
C7r (A) we can define the homology groups. We say th at an configuration / € C ( A)
is dosed if its boundary is zero:
df

= < £ r-l

The set of all such configurations form a subgroup of Cr (A) since the boundary
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operator is an homeomorphism. We will denote this subgroup with Z’XA). We will
call a configuration / € C ^A ) an boundary configuration if there is a configuration
F € C r + l(A) such th at dF = / . The set of all such configurations form a subgroup
of C ( A ) that we will denote with B r (A ). Since cPF = <f>r- 1 we see that all boundary
configuration are also closed configurations and thus B r(A) is a subgroup of Z^A ).
We define the homology groups to be the factor group of Z^A ) and B r (A):

fT(A ) = Z r(A)/Br(A)

To understand the significance of the homology groups we see that if B r(A) =
ZF (A) all closed configurations are also the boundary of a configuration F € Cr+1(A).
In this case jFT'(A) = {0r} the trivial group. {4>r is the equivalence class of the iden
tity configuration <£r). Now, if HT(A) is not the trivial group then there are config
urations th at are closed but are not the boundary of any other configuration (such
configurations are usually wrapped around holes in the space). Thus the Hr{A)
carries information regarding the topology of the lattice.
We will write down the homology groups for the four dimensional lattice (in our
definition the lattice is equivalent with a four dimensional torus):

fl°(A ) =

Z{N)

2fl (A) =

Z( N ) ‘

**(A) =

z (n

y

H \ A) =

z (n

y
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JT^A) =

Z(N)

where Z ( N ) is the group used to define the configuration groups.
We can see why, for example, H l(A) = Z( N) A. Let’s take a line th at wraps
around the lattice in a given direction (we put 1 everywhere except on this line
where we put the generator of the group Z(N)). This is a closed configuration but
it is not the boundary of any surface. Therefore the equivalence class of this element
will be in the homology group together with all different powers of this configuration.
This will generate us a subgroup Z( N) in H l (A). The power four is due to the fact
th at there are four possible directions th at we can choose to wrap the line around.
The idea of orientation is introduced by the inverse element in Z{N). For every
simplex sr we have a configuration th at is oriented oppositely namely sr — (sr)-1.
We see th at sr • sr = <j>r or in the additive notation we have sr + sr = 0 which
emulates our intuitive idea about orientation.
In the text we sometimes refer to the elements of C ^A ) as configurations. We do
th at since there are a number of physical systems defined on the lattice th at have
the configuration space given by C7r (A) for a certain r (for example Z( N) gauge
theory has the configuration space C l (A) whereas the action is defines in term s of
BCl {A) c C*(A)).

A .5

F urther D efinition s and N otation s

hi this section we will define the bracket {a, 0 ) of two configurations. We note
first th at for Z( N) we have a very interesting property. Using the m ultiplicative
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notation we write:

x u ju m )

= C C = « ' » -

= C C = X o J H .)

where t/m = e‘^ m 6 Z(iV) and xun is the n-ality irreducible representation of Z(N ).
We introduce now a definition that will be very useful through the text. Let us
take two configurations f , g 6 C’XA). We define the bracket:

i f , 9 } = I I X/(cr)(s(Cr))
creAr
We have the following properties for the bracket:

{f,9} =
{ f , 9h} =

{g, f }
{f , g ) { f , h }

=

1

{/»^r} =

1

for all / , g, h G C’XA). Moreover:

{ 5 /, 5 } = {f , dg}

for / G CT+1(A) and g G (^(A ).
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(A.5)

For any subgroup 1C 6 C7(A) we can define [50]:

K[f\ = £ { /,< ?}
9SIC

(A.6)

Using this definition we have:

m

= £ { / ,« } = £ { /,« /> } = Z i f . s H M = {/,/.} £ { / .« } = U M m
g&C
&€£
g€&

where we used the summation invariance for the group fC (h € 1C) and the distributivity of the bracket. We see th at if there is at least one element h 6 K. such that
{/> h} # 1 then K[f] = 0. Then we have:
0

f^fC

JiC|

f€JC

'

* [/] =

where
J C = { /e C 7 (A )|{ /,s } = i ty e /C }
The bar set has the following properties:

£

=

£

|£ ||£ | =

|<^(A)|

cn A)

{4>A

=
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(A.7)

V ita
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